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The University of Maine
baseball team swept UNH
yesterday 2-0, 7-0. See
story page 24.
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Photos of the Holocaust
are on diplay in the lobby
. at the Dimond Library
until the end of next
week. See story page 15.
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Water
levels
depleted
By Dave Mullholand
Water is flowing over the
dam at the Durham water treatment plant at a level about six
inches below normal, said Laurel
Flax, chief operator at the plant.
This level is the lowest she has
seen in May during her four
years of employment at the
plant.
"I don't see it as a severe
disaster, yet," she said. "Two
inches of rain would put us in
pretty good shape." She said that
four or five inches of rain would
bring the level back to normal.
Flax explained that the normal level is about six inches over
the two and a half feet of
flashboard on top of the concrete dam. "The flow is presently one inch above the flashboard," she said.
The water treatment plant
gets its main supply of water
from Oyster River but has the
option of pumping from the
Lamprey River if the level from
the Oyster River gets too low.
Pumps at the Lamprey are in
a state of "constant readiness,"
said Flax.
The alternate source is used
only when the normal flow falls
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Senate merges

UNH-MVC
By Carrie Keating
The New Hampshire Senate
by a unanimous voice vote
yesterday passed House Bill
#640 merging Merrimack Valley
College (MVC) with the University of New Hampshire.
Under legislation, the
Manchester-based college will
act as a college within UNH in
the same sense as the college
· of Liberal Arts. Merrimack
Valley College as part of the
University System of USNH
began in the mid-1960's as a
form of continuing education
in Manchester school rooms and
church basements.
In 1976 a combined classroom
and off ice facility for the Merrimack Valley Branch was con-

structed adjacent to Interstate
93, and the branch earned.
independent status.
Assistant Vice President of
Academic Affairs, Dr. Charles
Owens, instrumental in the
planning of the transition, said
of the merging, "This is a
greater opportunity to serve the
Merrimack Valley in ways that
haven't been possible. We're
very glad to see this happening."
Owens, said that changes at
MVC would be added creative
resources from UNH including
faculty, library materials, and .
academic programs. Owens also
said that faculty will be added
to MVC and the tuition will

MVC, page 6

Books and people
fill library floors

By Jim Bumpus
Dimond Library is losing
seating every year due to inadeDurham Police officer directs traffic outside Thompson Hall quate shelving space said University Librarian Donald Vinduring lunchtime rush hour.(Photo David Drouin)
cent.
WATER, page 11
Vincent said the library will
continue to lose aproximately
' 45 seats annually unless the
library receives the $400,000
needed to install compact shelving.
' By W. Glenn Stevens
The UNH Board of Trustees
idents John Kennedy and Lyn- ics."
Commencement ceremonies allocated only $255,000 out of
Two time Pulitzer prize win- don Johnson· and was a key
the million dollars requested
ning historian Arthur M. Schle- component in establishing their begin at 10:30 a.m. on May 25
in phase one of the 1983 Threesinger Jr. will be this year's . "New Frontier" and "Great in the Cowell stadium.
Phase Program for Library
featured commencement speak- Society" programs.
Schlesinger was also a
er.
He was an advisor for Pres- speechwriter for John Kennedy,
Adlai Stevenson, Robert
Kennedy, George McGovern,
and Edward Kennedy.
One of our premier national
historians, Schlesinger, 67, has
written more than a dozen
award wining novels.
·
In 1946 his book The Age of
Jackson won a Pulitzer prize for
history and his book A Thousand Days: John F. Kennedy in
the White House won a 1966
Pulitzer prize for biography.
Most recently Schlesinger
won the 1978 National Book
Award for Robert Kennedy and
His Times.
Schlesinger will receive an
honorary doctor of letters degree at the commencement
ceremony.
His speech will center on Some of the luckier students who have found study space at the
ARTHUR M.
"The Cycle of American Polit- Library.
SCHLESINGER, JR

Schlesinger to address grads

Bulk Rate U.S. Postaae Paid

Expansion.
"This will not do the job ,"
Vincent said. We're going to
have to cut into seating," he said.
Earlier this week the Student
Senate passed a bill which
expressed their support for the
expansion program.
John Davis,- Student Body
President, said the resolution
will be sent to key university
officials such as the President,
the Deari of Students and the
Chancellor of University Relations in the next few weeks.
"There are times when you
BOOKS, ,page 17

increasingly crowded Dimond
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Cora.French: A half-Century of UNH history
By Andrea Holbrook
versity employee and -has
Cora French remembers worked here ever since. During
when there was no Kingsbury, the last 48 years she has been
Parsons, or McConnell, Halls.
a stenographer, secretary to the
She remembers when Hamil- assistant director and then to
ton Smith was the library and l the director of the Cooperative
when the student enrollment Extension Service. In the midwas only 3,000.
60s she was made an adminisCora French said, "It's hard trative assistai;it and a few years
to remember who was when," ago when there was a reclassi- ·
because she has worked at UNH fication of business personnel
for more than a half century.
she became the Extension SerFrench's first job out of high vice's business manager.
school was as a full-time secreCooperative Extension Sertary working on a special recrea- vices has had six directors since
tional project the Cooperative its inception in 1927 and Cora
Extension ·Service was doing. French has worked with each

CORA FRENCH

Th::it w~s in M~rch of 19311.

one.

"There weren't many jobs
open then so when a full-time
job came along you took it," said
French.
On September 4, 1937, Cora
French became a full-time Uni-

French said she can remember when she "knew everyone from one end of the
campus to the other .. .In 1940
they took a picture of all the
University's clerical staff on the
steps of DeMeritt Hall. Now
you hardly know anyone in your
own college."
"My first years were fun. I was
called the ·floating secretary. I
President Edward Lewis, UNH's eighth president 1927-36.
worked in Animal Husbandry,
in the 4-H office, at the Nutri- (Courtesy of The Gr~nite)
tion lab. Whenever an extension
office needed clerical help, I the creamery and students in University "had areas in each
went. Dr. Henry Bailey Stevens the Dairy curriculum under Mr. building designated as fall-out
shelters" and there were black(director of Extension services Moore made the ice cream."
at the time) shipped me hither,
Before she was full-time outs and gas rationing.
When President of the Unithither, and yon. It was a very University staff, French was
liberal education ... a variety to working for Extension in Mor- versity Edward M. Lewis died
my work."
r ill Hall. There was a huge on May 24, 1936 the University
French remembers when the storm with lots of lightning, she closed all day for the funeral.
Agricultural Experimental Sta- said, and the cow barn was hit. French said she did not recall
tion was on the knoll between At the time the cow barn was any other president dying in
Taylor and Petree Halls. "Ken- behind Morrill Hall. She said office since she began working
dall wasn't built then and Petree she heard the fire engines go for the University. Services for
Lewis were conducted in the
Hall was a barn that later burned out.
down."
"I can remember sitting in Community Church and the bell
"When Dr. Ritzman was front of the window typing. We · in Thompson Hall rang from
alive ... and doing his metabolism had Underwood typewriters the time the funeral procession
experiments (on the UNH
with all metal parts and it sat came in sight until it disapshorthorns) I'd taken his report
in the middle of my desk. I peared on its way to the Durham
down in shorthand and then finished typing, and pushed back Community Cemetery. French
write it out doublespaced."
my chair to proofread what I said the sound of the T-Hall
French said she did the rough
typed when there was this big bells were "the most mournful
copies that way because Ritz- crash. I looked up and there was sound I every heard."
"I never dreamed I'd be here
man's secretary could not do
fire going along the top of my
.
this long ... If I can maintain my
shorthand.
desk."
French said, "Dr. Ritzman
French was born and raised health and my mentality I may
took all dictation with a corncob · in Somersworth, NH where she stick it out for 50 years."
Cora French's work as a
pipe in his mouth which made still lives. When she started
it difficult."
working in Durham she com- member of the University staff,
When the Extension Service
muted by train-catching it at will end on August 1, 1987, after
was housed in Morrill Hall (it
7 a.m. and leaving Durham at a half century. And when Cora
moved to Thompson Hall in 7 p.m. During World War II she French leaves so will a piece of
1939) Cora French can re- said she commuted by bus. She UNH history.
member going to Taylor Hall
now commutes by car.
During the war she said the
for ice cream. "Taylor was

·Little Red Wagon
gives kids a show
can do almost any show with
By Deborah Van Winkle
Take a used red mail truck, three or four actors. It's chaladd a handful of puppets, throw lenging and rewarding, and a
in three or four actors with some wonderful experience for the
stories and songs and you've got actors," she said. ,
Burns said that the actors
the beginnings of "The Little
start that show with puppetry,
Red Wagon."
The UNH based theatrical and move on to story theater,
company, known to children which is taking old stories and
throughout New Hampshire poems, such as "Casey at Bat,"
and the surrounding states as, and making them theatrical.
"The Little Red Wagon," was Then they do sing-a-longs to
started fifteen years ago by two . get the audience used to being
members of the Theater and involved before moving into
Communications Department, audience participation.
In the summer, the actors
Susan Goldin, Educational Pro:..
gram Coordinator, and Carol often work seven days a week,
Lucha Burns, Associate Profes- two shows a day, while the
sor of Theater and Commun- spring season is cut to just three
ications, who still run the pro- days a week, two shows a day.
The actors, usually graduating
gram.
Although a small truck is used UNH students, practice ten
in place of the old mail truck, hours a day for a week before
the show still follows the orginal starting the season'.
"The company puts on 300
format
"The Wagon is one of the few .· shows a year," said Goldin.
Because of the busy summer
childrens' theater companies
that is self-supporting," said schedule, Burns said, they not
only look for actors with the
Golding.
They charge a set fee to their ability to communicate to the
sponsors, and pay their actors audience and who have a good
theatrical sense, but also actors
and expenses from that.
"The uniqueness of the company," said Burns, "is that we WAGON, page 18

NEWS ·IN BRIEF
Whiffleball raises funds
The whiffleball tour~ament sponsored by Sawyer
Hall to raise funds for the Ronald McDonald House
in Brookline, Massachusetts was quite successful
according to Mar.y Faucher, Sawy~r Hall director.
The event raised $700-$800 to date, and is
expected to reach the $1000-$1200 mark ·once all
the pledges are collected, said Faucher.
She said she was pleased that nearly 75 hours
of whiffleball was played, between two~ teams, the
Astros and the Bombers. It was a battle, but the
Bombers came out on top, defeating the Astros
by 686-672. -

Bike Race for Center
The Durham Children's Center is sponsoring
a bike-a-thon. All proceeds will benefit the Children's
·
Center.
The race fa scheduled for May 4 (rain date is May
11) and features prizes including bike accessories
and pizzas.
For further details, call Sarah Mason at 659-2220.
',

..

Klein denies ads are
pornographic
Concern has arisen over Calvin Klein's newest
ad for the perfume Obsession in which a nude model
is in the company of three friendly men.
Klein claims that with this ad he is trying to make
a lasting impression. "When you are one page out
of seven hundred pages in Vogue Magazine, it ~s
·
important to be noticed."
In the past Klein has been known for his Calvin
Klein jeans ad with Brooke Shields "nothing comes
between me and my Calvins"and the underwear
ad with pole vaulter Tom Hintnaus leaning against
the Greek Stucco wall, wearing only a pair of the
merchandise.
"We wanted to create something that was both
sensual and articstic-certainly something people
will notice," Klein said.

No ,m ore smoking
Governor John Sununu has signed a proclamation
prohibiting smoking and open fires in wooded areas in most areas of New Hampshire. Violaters will be
fineJ up to $500.

Horse trials take place
this weekend
On May 4 and 5 the UNH Animal Science
Department and the UNH Horseman's Club are
hosting the Spring Horse Trials.
On Saturday, May 4, t_he Dressage phase of the
event will be held at Green Acre Farm, on Drew
Road in Dover, ~H, starting at 8 am.
The following day the Cross-country endurance
phase and Stadium jumping will be held at the UNH
Light Horse Center, on Mast Road, in Durham,
. NH from 8 am to 4pm.

Correction
I~ the April 26 issue of The New Hampshire
a mistake was made in the Forum article concerning
abortion.
Ramona Belanger, the author of the piece, wrote
that 16 million abortions are performed in the ·
United States. The figure should be 1.6 million.
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STVN cables cut
stolen from MUB

By Ken Fish
Camera and audio cables in
the Durham Room of the MUB
were found cut and stolen April
,24, MUB officials reported.
The eight cables used by the
Student Television Network
(STVN) carried signals from
STVN cameras mounted in the
Strafford Room whenever
STVN covered overflow events
held there. These signals traveled to STVN's offices, and
were "pumped" to the television
set in the Student Lounge in the
MUB, said Jay Phillip.s, STVN

The UNH Horsemans Club on the road(Charles Smith, Jr)

Room-were stolen. A sliding
door frame next to the wires was
also found pried out of the brick
wall it was screwed to.
Stan Copeland, MUB operations director, said the wires
were cut with a sharp instrument, possibly wirecutters.
. "They did a very thorough
job," he said.
The MUB is now undergoing
wiring repairs to correct the
problems they've had with
clocks not running in certain
sections of the MUB. Copeland
:,aiu lie ltau :, pukeu

LU

cite

operations manager.
electricians and the people from
Public Safety officials said AT&T (American Telephone
they were investigating the and Telegraph) who have redamage but had no suspects as cently put new phone lines into
yet.
the MUB. " None of them
Phillips said the missing touched the wires," Copeland
cables wouldn't have been dis- said.
covered for a "long time if the
Phillips estimated that beantenna cable ·to the television tween 400 and 500 feet of new
in the Student Lounge hadn't wire would be needed to replace
also been cut. The antenna cable each of the eight damaged wires.
was fixed Monday.
The cost of the wire would be
Approximately six to seven around $600.
feet of the exposd cable-nearly
"We can't splice the wires
couldn't short change the UAC the distance from the floor to
s~udents. I think it's the biggest the ceiling in ·the Durham WIRED, page 17
vtctory for students' rights on
campus in the past five years "
'
Durdan said.
"We' re really psyched about
it," said Ken Bartlett, a senator
on the Judicial Affairs Council
and chairperson of the Legai
Affairs Subcommittee.
By Andrea Holbrook
Bartlett said he thought SanThe UNH student body will
born's approval of the resolution was a breakthrough in the have its first official liaison with
administration.'s acceptance of the Durham town government
·student input. He said the following the creation of a new
students were able to come up position by Student Senate
with sound arguments, and the Sunday night.
Officially called the Durham
administration agreed with
Town/Government Relations
them.
Bartlett said his only reser- Coordinator, the student will
vation with the resolution is that lobby for student concerns on
the change is only for one year. the local level.
The position has been created
The new system will be rethe Student Senate council
in
viewed during that time.
Director of Residential Life Students For the University
Carol Bischoff said she -appre- (SFU). SFU is involved in
ciated the support from Sanborn legislative areas affecting UNH
concerning the way the UAC students.
Bill Puglisi, past chairman
had handled the present system.
SFU, said the new position
of
She said she_ felt there had
is an "extension of our lobbying
APARTMENTS, page 9
efforts ... it makes no sense for
BILL PUGLISI
SFU to be involved on the state
and federal levels and not on
the local level; it seemed logical dents ran for selectman). We
are dealing with a lot of student
·
to add this."
·
. John Davis, ex-student body "money in the town itself."
T h. e D u r h a m
there
past
the
in
said
President,
t~o minutes, it takes time," he
no specific person working with Town/Government Relations
said.
the town who also was involved Coordinator would advise the
. He said 5 to 10 percent of the
Student Senate on upcoming
the student government.
with
students choose not to even fill
he hopes the new local issues and local legislation
said
Davis
·
out an evaluation.
position will guarantee student affecting students at UNH and
The evaluations are optional
input. "We, don't want the would attend the annual Durand_ are not read by the professor
involvement in Durham politics
until after the grad~s have been
to fa~e off (after the two stu- SFU, page 7
JUDGE, page 11
0

UAC joins Judicial Board
By Francoise von Trapp
The resolution to integrate
the University Apartment Complex (U AC) into the University
Judicial System was approved
by Gregg Sanborn, Dean of
Student Affairs, last week.
The resolution proposed by
the Judicial Affairs Council of
the Student Senate April 21, will
give the residents of the UAC
the option of being tried for
. behavior violations by the Student Judicial Board.
In the present syste!Jl, residents of the complex are tried
for violations by the complex
manager and assistant manager,
who were also the appointed
hearing officers of the UAC.
Sanborn said he approved the
resolution because of the general
understanding concerning the
position of the hearing officer.
He said hall directors don't hear
cases of the students who live
in their builldings, and residents
of the UAC should be given the
same consideration.
Sanborn added he didn't think
there had been any problems

with fairness in cases that have
been tried under the system.
Jim Durdan, chairperson of
the Judicial A ff airs Council, said
he thinks Sanborn realized the
proposal was the only solution,
because traditional student concerns are ver im ortant. "They

JIM DURDAN

Students to get
UNH-tow n liaison

Evaluatio ns pose problems

A number of negative reBy Michelle Bolduc
Although students may not sponses could mean a professor
take the teacher evaluation would not get tenure, a promoseriously, UNH administrators tion or a salary increase.
Professor David Larson, chairand faculty members feel they
man of the Political Science
are extremely important.
The evaluations a:re used to department, said, "The biggest
determine tenure, promotions problem with the evaluations
is how seriously the students
and all safary increases.
Dean Dwight R. Ladd ·of the take them."
Many of the faculty members
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics (WSBE) said are concerned about how se"Last fall only 70 percent of th; riously the students take evaenrolled students (in WSBE luation, said Carson.
courses) completed the Univer- . Cathy Vickery, a hydrology By Bob Burns
sity form and onJyA4 percent major said, "I don't take the
Abbey Hoffman's book Steal
completed the supplemental evaluations seriously because
Book was among an estithat
half the questions don't even
written evaluation;"
mated $300.00 worth of library
should
They
class.
the
to
pertain
two
only
~e said, "Of these,
reported missing from
thirds of the answers were be more personal and special- books
Dimond Library. According
serious while die rest were , ized t9 the particular class. They the
to Library director Donald Vinflipp~nt and rude ore-liners and are also very boring because you
an urtopened box containcent,
every
in
thing
same
the
do
rude,
some were extremely
new books was taken
several
ing
_
. class," she said.
vulgar and nasty."
from the library's mail room
biggest
the
of
one
said
Ladd
number
a
If a professor gets
early this week. Vincent estiof flippant and rude one-liners, problems with the evaluations
mated the total value of the
four
out
fill
students
"most
is
th.e n he is mor<: stringently
to be about $100.00 while
books
evaluated to see 1t his classes or five evaluations in tQe course .
the remaining $200.00 ironically
res·p_ect him and why he is of three or four days. In order
include<L that of a single hardgem~g_ ~~<: rude 5omments, to answer all the questions - ,cover--volmne of Steal tha-t-&ok.
- --- - . , - -tnotigbtfully you ·can't acnt lfl
Lada sa1a.

Dimond theft totals $300
The book, which was an inter- the Library detector security
loan library book from Wes- system was installed in 1969,
leyan University in Connecticut, the number of library-related
disappeared upon delivery to thefts has dropped around 80%
"As shown by this incident, even
the hbrary·s mail room.
"This book had been on order with a sophisticated security
for quite some time and from system we cannot guarantee the
what I've been told, it disap- complete safety of all books"
'
peared even -before we had a said Vincent. •
"Unfortunately, all the stolen
chance to unpack it," said Vincent. "Apparently, whoever did · items will have to be replaced
. take the book knew what he was from library finds and now I
doing in order for us not to have to worry not only about
suspect or know what was ,going books being taken out the door
bu_t before they even reach the 1
.
.
on," he sa~d.
- --- According te Vmc--ent, -smce- --door--as-weU,'!.. he-sa-id.-
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Oriana Fallaci speaks on politics and writing
By Annamaria Formichella
"I don't want to excite, or to
entertain, or to amuse. I simply
want to bring some thinking to
people who think," said, Oriana
Fallaci, internationally known
writer, in her lecture Tuesday
night.
.
Fallaci spoke to a crowd of
more than four hundred people.

She described politics, writing,
and how the two interact.
"In spite of the vampires, the
marauders, I firmly believe that
the word politics is a very
beautiful word," she said. She
said poU.tics is a necessary part
of life, that it is the administration of life.
"It is our duty to become

involved in polidcs," she said.
But, she added, we do not have
to be politicians in order to be
involved. "When you shout
against chemicals that those
bastards put in the food we eat
and the water we drink, you
make politics."
The best way to become
invoved in politics, according

Roles of gov't in USSR, China
By Michele Valway
The Utopian dream once held
by the Soviet Union and China
has fallen. From the ashes of
that dream Communism has
ansen.
Professor emeritus of international relations Richard Low-

PROFESSOR .
RICHARD LOWENTHAL

enthal from the Free University enthal.
"This Utopian movement
of Berlin gave a lecture on
Chinese and Soviet totalitarian- was the first characteristic of
ism to approximately 100 stu- wtalitarianism," he said. "The
dents and 25 faculty members second characteristic was the
from various departments on idea of a single party dictatorship."
Wednesday.
The first modern, single
The concept of totalitarianism-a policy whose main char- rotalitarian party was created
acteristic is considered to be -in 1921 by Lenin, he said. ·
"The third characteristic of
solid unity upheld by authoritarian means-is controversial, rotalitarianism was the tendency
to repeat revolution and to
said Lowenthal.
"There exists the wrong idea institutionalize the process of
that totalitarianism came out revolutions," said Lowenthal.
of the Cold War," he s~id. "It "This created a new phenomenis not my view that totalitar- on-dictatorship."
The disagreements in collecianism is a kind of blind alley
tive leadership on modernizaof history where nothing will
tion and Utopianism lead to
grow anymore."
"It is my view that totalitar- secondary despotism-a political system in which the ruler
ianism is distinct from all other
forms," he said. "It is one new exercises absolute power-in
thing created by the victory of Russia and China, he said.
"As a result there was conflict
Utopian movements. We had
between modernization and
not had this in history before."
Before the Utopian move- V to pianism and a conflict between party rule and personal
ment could be successful in
despotism," said Lowenthal.
gaining power,Karl Marx creat- After the death of Stalin in
ed a new development of pro195 3, there was an attempt in
ductivity and a new socialization
both cases to restore the party
relationship. This cr_eated longterm Utopianism, said Low- . dictatorship, he said. "The

and feels what others cannot
see or feel. "When a true writer
looks at a tree, he does not see
only the tree." A true writer sees
the roots beneath the soil and
the tiny insects hidden among
the leaves, she said.
A true writer cannot avoid
being involved in politics, she
said. "It is the writer who first
shouts and asks for the overthrow of the tyrants who rule
the nations." Writers are, she
said, the initiators of political
movements arid the inventors
of new social ideals.
"There is more politics in the
history of literature than in all
the annals of politics itself," she
said. This political involvement
of writers dates back to the
earliest times and spans all
forms of writing, she said,
mentioning such famous writers
as Aristotle, Jules Verne, and
the Grimm Brothers.
Fallaci did not wish to romanticize all writers, she said. She
told of many writers of admirable works who led sinful and
self-centered lives. Aristotle was
selfish, Pythagoras deserved to
die as he did, and Nero lived a
life of despicable cynicism, she~
said. "Dante was pompous and
pretentious. He specialized in
ORIANA FALLACI
adultery."
restoration of the party took
Although many writers are
place in Russia and China, but charlatans and cheats, although
neither country could snap back they are far from deserving the
to complete Utopianism."
classification of heroes or saints,
By 1961, Khruschev adopted Fallaci said she would not like
a new party program-commu- to do without them - because
nism, he said. Successors no they are the people who move
longer talked about or believed . the world.
in the recurrence of Utopianism.
"You like it or not, we like
"The institutionalization of it or not," she said, "the world
cannot do without us."
LOWENTHAL, page 18
to Fallaci, is to be a writer. But
a writer is not just someone who
writes, she said.
'The act of writing comes
from being a writer - if you
prefer, being born a writer," she
said. "It's the writer who says
what the others don't say or
don't know how to say."
Fallaci believes a true writer
is someone who searches for the
truth, who cannot separate his
work from his life, and who sees
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SQn's effects worth attention
By Lisa Sinatra
Students are now quick to
jump to the beach and sundecks
ro catch the first rays of sunshine
as the warm weather of spring
a pp roaches.
The image of tanned bodies
invades the minds of eager
students. "But the sun does more
damage than good," said Dr.
Peter Patterson, director of
UNH Health Services. "Step
one is caution."
Medication, especially acne
medicine for the face; is the
biggest hazard to sunbathers.
Tetracycline, most widely
known as an acne medicine,
causes acute sensitivity in the
face and sunbathing can cause
excessive r,edness and blisters.
Another not so well known
agent to sun sensitivity is oral
contraceptives which hgs the

same effects as tetra dine.

The skin is the body's security
blanket, radiation system and
sensing device, wrote Dr. Bob
Johnson in Outdoor Life. A
person must take care of their
sbn so the skin can take care
of them.
Tanning occurs when the
pigment producing cells in your
skin are activated by exposure
to ultra violet rays. These cells
release more pigment to darken
skin, screening it from more UV
rays.
"Thirty minutes is enough
exposure for one person to
begin with," said Patterson.
"Tanning is a gradual process."
A number of signs are important to watch for when lying in .
the sun, warns Patterson.
Patterson said there are three
degrees of sunburn. First there
is the immediate sunburn includin red, inflamed skin and

pain. Secondly, there is acute
sensitivity which occurs a few
hours later when puffiness,
blisters and soreness are noticeable. A third type is photosensitiv~ (delayed) sunburn, where
symptoms don't occur until a
week later and the skin erupts
with blisters and causes extreme
pain.
The sun, said Patterson, has
a killing effect on cells.
He said, "Lying on the b~ach
for a number of hours is like
having an x-ray on your che~t.
People don't think of it that
way."
A number .of precautions
should be taken while in the sun.
First, wear a wide-brimmed hat
to keep the rays from the face.
Loose, light-colored clothing
should be worn so not to restrict
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CALENDAR
FRIDAY,

MAY-3

BASEBALL: Men vs. Maine. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
FA CUL TY LECTURE SERIES: "Socialist Realism and the
Arts in the Soviet Union," Arna Bronstein, German and ·
Russian. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m.
·
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters "
by Carlo Goldoni. Jo~n~on Theater, Paul Creative Arts Cente~,
8 P:m. ~~neral acfm1ss10n, $4; Stq.dents, faculty/ staff, alumni,
senior cmzens, $3.

SATURDAY, MAY 4 ·
PRESIDENT'S PROGRAMMING COUNCIL: "SPRING
FLING." Dorms, fraternities, sororities and town merchants
will partici_pate in booths, games, and food sales. Area I,
1 p.m. to dusk.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters "
by Carlo Goldoni. Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Cente~
8 p._m. q~neral admission, $4; Students, faculty/ staff, alumini:
semor c1t1zens, $3.

SUNDAY, MAY 5
HONOR.S CONVOCATION:

Lundholm Gymnasium,

2 p.m.

MUSO FILM: "Garden of the Fitzi-Continis," Strafford Room
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students, $1; Non-students, $2.
'
UNH MlJSIC DEPAR~MEN'f: Jazz band and singers in
concert, directed by Charlie Jennison and Dave Seiler. Granite
State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
.

.MONDAY, MAY 6
UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: 1985. Senior Bachelor of Fine
Arts Exhibition. Paul Creative Arts Center. Opening reception
5-7 p.m. The exhibition will run through June 28.
'

TUESDAY, MAY 7
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Modern Art," Margot
Clark, The Arts. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT: UNH Chamber Chorus
Conc~rt with performances of Renai_ssance Motets; Italian
~adngals; a!ld F?lk Songs by ~alestnna, Croce, Vecchi, and
d1 Lasso. University Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center,
8p.m.

Students catching the sun in front of Congreve Hall this past week.(file photo)

Career advice for LA grads
By Michele Valway

"keep a high self-esteem and
sell yourself," she said.
"Businesses are looking for
liberal arts graduates who are
willing to start at $14,000 a
year," said Krompton. "This
is the approximate breaking
salary for those interested in
entry level positions in marketing today."
Another panelist, Becky
Woods, assistant manager of
the Undergraduate Apartment
Complex stressed the importance of resumes.
"Send resumes to employers

even if you don't think you will
get the position," said Woods,
a 1984 graduate of the U niversity of Maine. "Most of the time
it will be kept on file and
considered for a position for
which you are better qualified."
"Repeat calling is okay. Don't
feel that you are being pushy.
It is better to let them know you
are interested in the company,"
said Woods.
"There are lots of doors open.
It is just a matter of you initiating the search," said Lawton.
_

More liberal arts graduates
are hired today than ever before,
said Marge Lawton, a graduate
assistant at Career Planning and
Placement (CP&P).
Lawton and two other panelists gave advice Tuesday to
three UNH undergraduates on
how to get a job at a workshop
sponsored by CP&P.
"Businesses are looking for
students with good communication, thinking and people
skills," said Lawton. "They
prefer to hire liberal arts students who have these qualities i11111111111111m111111111111111111111u1111111111111111111111 ....11111•.. 111 .. 111 ....111111 .. 111i111 .. 111111111111111115
and who possess a high energy
level."
She stresses the importance
of exploring many careers and
matching them to one's skills.
"Learn about yourself first,"
said Lawton. "Never go into an
Beginning May 5th
interview unless you can say
aboard the
what you want to do with your
life. Make up something if you
really have to."
"If you find that you hate your
Tickets are limited.
present job, stick it out for a
little while and then leave. Then
you have gained skills <!nd you
8AM,4PM
can use them to your advan$20, Adults
tage," she said.
$10 , Children under 12 (under 5 free.)
Jennifer Krompton, director
of marketing at the Omni Mall
and a participant in the workRated one of New England's best Whale Watches
shop, agreed with Lawton. She
by the United States Fisheries Department.
said, "The idea 'do not change
jobs' is a fallacy."
Krompton, a 1982 graduate
of UNH, suggested students
Ponsmouth, NH
decide where they need to start
in a job in order to move on.
Once you are in the interview, ~ llllllllllll 111111111111111111111111111111 U111111111111,.111111111111 .. 11111111111111111..111....11111111 .... 111111 ...i

MNVIKING SUN

/431-5500

\

ELLIOTT LECTURE SERIES: "The Creation of the World"
ballet by Darius Milhaud. The University Dance Theate~
Orchestra and Chorus. Choreography by Jean Brown, Gay
Nardone and Larry Robertson. Also, the UNH Student Jazz
Combo with solo aancer Kathryn Cabrera. Strafford Room,
MUB,8p.m.
.
The New Hampshire ( ·SPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire wil' in no case be .
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified .
. immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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~
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SQn's effects worth attention
By Lisa Sinatra
Students are now quick to
jump to the beach and sundecks
ro catch the first rays of sunshine
as the warm weather of spring
a pp roaches.
The image of tanned bodies
invades the minds of eager
students. "But the sun does more
damage than good," said Dr.
Peter Patterson, director of
UNH Health Services. "Step
one is caution."
Medication, especially acne
medicine for the face; is the
biggest hazard to sunbathers.
Tetracycline, most widely
known as an acne medicine,
causes acute sensitivity in the
face and sunbathing can cause
excessive r,edness and blisters.
Another not so well known
agent to sun sensitivity is oral
contraceptives which hgs the

same effects as tetra dine.

The skin is the body's security
blanket, radiation system and
sensing device, wrote Dr. Bob
Johnson in Outdoor Life. A
person must take care of their
sbn so the skin can take care
of them.
Tanning occurs when the
pigment producing cells in your
skin are activated by exposure
to ultra violet rays. These cells
release more pigment to darken
skin, screening it from more UV
rays.
"Thirty minutes is enough
exposure for one person to
begin with," said Patterson.
"Tanning is a gradual process."
A number of signs are important to watch for when lying in .
the sun, warns Patterson.
Patterson said there are three
degrees of sunburn. First there
is the immediate sunburn includin red, inflamed skin and

pain. Secondly, there is acute
sensitivity which occurs a few
hours later when puffiness,
blisters and soreness are noticeable. A third type is photosensitiv~ (delayed) sunburn, where
symptoms don't occur until a
week later and the skin erupts
with blisters and causes extreme
pain.
The sun, said Patterson, has
a killing effect on cells.
He said, "Lying on the b~ach
for a number of hours is like
having an x-ray on your che~t.
People don't think of it that
way."
A number .of precautions
should be taken while in the sun.
First, wear a wide-brimmed hat
to keep the rays from the face.
Loose, light-colored clothing
should be worn so not to restrict
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"Businesses are looking for
liberal arts graduates who are
willing to start at $14,000 a
year," said Krompton. "This
is the approximate breaking
salary for those interested in
entry level positions in marketing today."
Another panelist, Becky
Woods, assistant manager of
the Undergraduate Apartment
Complex stressed the importance of resumes.
"Send resumes to employers

even if you don't think you will
get the position," said Woods,
a 1984 graduate of the U niversity of Maine. "Most of the time
it will be kept on file and
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which you are better qualified."
"Repeat calling is okay. Don't
feel that you are being pushy.
It is better to let them know you
are interested in the company,"
said Woods.
"There are lots of doors open.
It is just a matter of you initiating the search," said Lawton.
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More liberal arts graduates
are hired today than ever before,
said Marge Lawton, a graduate
assistant at Career Planning and
Placement (CP&P).
Lawton and two other panelists gave advice Tuesday to
three UNH undergraduates on
how to get a job at a workshop
sponsored by CP&P.
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and who possess a high energy
level."
She stresses the importance
of exploring many careers and
matching them to one's skills.
"Learn about yourself first,"
said Lawton. "Never go into an
Beginning May 5th
interview unless you can say
aboard the
what you want to do with your
life. Make up something if you
really have to."
"If you find that you hate your
Tickets are limited.
present job, stick it out for a
little while and then leave. Then
you have gained skills <!nd you
8AM,4PM
can use them to your advan$20, Adults
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$10 , Children under 12 (under 5 free.)
Jennifer Krompton, director
of marketing at the Omni Mall
and a participant in the workRated one of New England's best Whale Watches
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S1111Der Day Camp Coanselor Positions
in Manchester New Hampshire

--sFu-_·- -

-Dr. Lewis E. Palosky-

(continued from page 3)

Optomel!'ist

ham Town Meeting. The coordinator would also maintain
contact with the Joint Durham/UNH Advisory Committee and the Durham Board of
Selectmen.
Davis said the coordinator
does not have to be a member
of the Student Senate but must
be a registered UNH student.

• EYES EXAMiNEUGLASSES FITTED
• COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES
with IN-HOUSE LABORATORY
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:

College work-study preferred
Contact

Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center.
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637

90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits

·- -eye contact unlimited -

_

In the Old Harbour District ·
..
Open Mon-Sat, 10 am
123 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOUfH,· NH 03801 • 603-436-1200

THE SERVANT OF
TWO MASTERS
"Knowl. . . is of two kinds.
We know a subject
oursefyes, or we know
. where we can find
information upon it."

Truffaldiru/ s Double Duty
Adapt~d and directed by
Gilbert B. Davenport
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham '

Boewell, Life o/jolmso• (177S)

May 2-4 at 8 p. m.
May8 at 2 p.m.
May 9- 11 at 8 p.m.
Preview: May 1 at 8 p. m.

You can find a wealth of
information from the Federal Government
at Depository Libraries. Contact your
local library.
r

General: $4
LiNH Students/Employees/Alumni and Senior Citizens: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: 862-2290

~

Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant

Thf! Federal Depository

, Sunday, May 12'

P ost_£r__i__
pt_s____
52 Main St.
868-6383

Library Program

Office of 1he Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401
Thrs.p, ur,~ ~ o;uoportfllbylhe~Coi.n:- ¥111r..JpiOC~eol11115~IIOI\

..•
-••••
,

Tl1~ NicJ1e

Coffeel1ouse
An Entertainment Alternative
presents

•

May 4th
Open Stage
(interested musicians come early)

Room 7L Devine Hall
8 p.m. - 12 midnight
-

Free Admission
Funded by PFO

feature videos by Howard Jones
The Cars, GMF, X, Yello
The Cure and many more!! ·

•••
••
•••
•
•·
•••·
•••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
•••·
•
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------APARTMENTS-----been a misunderstanding between Residential Life and· the
Student Senate because the UAC
was already a part of the University Judicial system. She said
the only area that wasn't integrated was the procedure concerning a hearing officer.
"I think the whole thing was
blown out of proportion and
made into a bigger issue than
it was," Bischoff said.
She said she was glad that the
UAC apartment managers were
still eligible as a choice of
hearing officers for the residents.
Durdan said he feels the next
areas of consideration for integration into the University
Judicial Sys_rem are Babwck Hall
and Forest Park Apartments,
which also house some undergraduates.
He said they were both run
by Residential Life, but were
under separate judicial systems.
"They have to be looked at. (If
the system) didn't hold up for
the UAC, I don't see how it can
hold up for them," he said.
Sanborn said he didn't think
it was appropriate to integrate
Babcock and Forest Park into
the judicial system.
He said Babcock houses mainly graduate students, and Forest
Park houses some faculty and
staff, as well as graduate and
undergraduate students and
their families, and were being
handled appropriately.
Assistant Dean of Students
Bill Kidder said he thinks Forest
Park and Babcock are out of the
Senate's jurisdiction, and they
should respect the boundaries
of their jurisdiction.
He said undergraduates are
in Babcock because they peti-

(continued from page 3)
tioned to live there. If there is
a problem, the graduate school
should be the ones to take care
of it.
Kidder said the Rights and
Rules apply only to undergraduates, and although grad students can be referred to the
University Judicial Board, they
should not be subject to the
Rights and Rules entirely.
"The senate should· tread
carefully and understand the

issues ·involved as they look at
the rights of the undergraduates
who live there," Kidder said.
Sanborn said the resolution ·
will take effect in the fall. He
said special attention will be
given in training new officers
for the fall so they understand
the different behavior expec- ·
cations of the UAC. They will
have to look at situations differently even though the rules
are the same, said Sanborn.

STUDENTS WANTED for
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
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f>hoto Copies

8¢
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X

Applications are available in the College of
Liberal Arts Academic Advising Center, Murkland
Hall #111. To apply, return the · completed
application to the Academic Advising Center
by May 1st.

-
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.Qfil.
Type 25 sets
$15.00 Economical
$16.00 with permanent
memory storage

· Typeset 25 sets
$45.00 Professional

11

Self service
Think Campus Copy, for all your copy needs.
Our time is quick. Let us prove it.
*Professionalism & Quality at reasonable prices
*Typesetting-Business cards, letterheads and envelopes
*Wedding invitations-offset printing, 1 & 2 color

CAMPUS COPY
across from
Community Market
47 Main St., Durham
868-2450
_,
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Thru May 10th

Haddock
Boat Special
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Oyster River
Seafood
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Take-Out Favorites
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9 Madbury Road ... 86~-1177
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to work with the College of Liberal Arts
Academic Advising Center from June 10,
1985 through June 28, 1985.

Payment will be $300.00.
There will be training sessions, and some evening
work will be required.

IS OUR SPECIALTY
WITH TWO WAYS TO TRAVEL

-COPY-PRINTING

ACADEMIC ,ADVISING
6 Liberal Arts students, juniors and/ or
seniors, with a GPA of 2. 7 or greater,

Primary responsibilities include assisting new
students in the selection of their first semester
courses and disseminating academic information
to individuals and to small groups.

,

and pick up an application for

Ass' t Business· Manager
Circulation Manager
Ad Associates (2)
-Circulation Ass't

Time is Running

out!
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§ University Health Services/Health Education Center

I§
8

§
§

·

I

I§
S

announces Fall training for...

I

Peer Sexuality Educators

§
§

and

§
§

j

§
§

II Peer Contraception Educators I
§
A unique opportunity to...
§§
i *Help other students learn about
I
I sexuality and contraception
j

I

I

I *Gain valuable experience for grad

I

include breast and testicular self-exam, Intimacy and §
§ Relationships, Group Process Skills, PMS, Sexually Transmitted
§ ·Infections, Se~ual Orientation and more!
§
§
.
§

I school or employment
II *Earn academic credit
§

·

To learn about the fall training program and the responsibilities
a·nd rewards of being a peer educator

I
II
§

I Attend an Interest Meeting I
I Thurs. May 9, 12:15 p.m. MUB I
I 2nd floor con£erence room §
II
Hood House
I
or call Cheryl Jorgensen or
I
I~..r..r✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓
Elizabeth MacDonald 2-3823
..r..r..r..r..r~✓✓✓..r..r✓✓J"'"J"'"..r..r.r

I
✓..r..r..r✓..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...,....r..r..✓-:r✓✓-~

Area I Spring Fling
Carvinal of Concessions,
Booths and Entertainment. ·
This will be taking place in Area I on

Saturday, May 4th
Beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Cookout at 3:00 p.m.
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--------------JUDGE----------------<continued from page 3)
turned in. The professor is not
·e ven present in the room when
the evaluations are filled. A
proctor delivers the completed
forms to the department secretary where they are held until
grades are in, Larson said,
Gene Bocialetti, a non-tenure
assistant professor of organizational behavior at WSBE said,
"I want my students to fill out
the evaluations, so I announced
in class when they will be given
out, and told them I would
appreciate it personally if they
gave them serious thought and
used specific examples. I don't

use the standard university
form.
"Some of the questions on the
evaluation are ridiculous," Bocialetti said, "especially the last
question when the student is
asked to compare the professor
to all other instructors in the
university on a scale of -very best
to very worst." He said, "It's
a popularity question."
"Take for example in my
course (organizational behavior) we can do fun group exercises that students love but you
can't do that in a statistics
course," he sc1.id. "So I m.ight get

think students are aware of how a higher rate than a statistics
much weight these evaluation teacher but does that mean that
carry."
_
_ I am a better teacher or that he
Many faculty members do not 9r she isn't good?"

-WATER- (continued from page 1)
24· inches bdow the top of the
flashboard. Flax said it costs
more to supply water from the
Lamprey because it is pumped
into Oyster, River and then
through the '. main lines to the
plant.
:
The treatment plant supplies
about 1.2 million gallons of
water a day (o Durham and the
University df New Hampshire
during the fall and spring semesters. W~ter consumption
drops to abqut 500,000 gallons
a day in the summer.
George Crombie, Director of
Public Works for Durham, said
the drop in water consumption
during the dry summer months
makes Durham "the reverse of
most communities." A big task
for him is to try and project what
the situation will be in September.
"We don't anticipate any
water shortages," he said.
The lowest levels at the dam
usually occur in July or Augusr,
Flax said. "We can pump from
the Lamprey within 20 minutes
of shifting from Oyster River.'.'
Flax said the quality of water
from the Lamprey is equal to
that supplied from Oyster River.
"Despite the lower than normal level at the present, the
plant is putting out our normal
rate," said Flax.
The water treatment plant
last used the Lamprey River
backup three years ago, Flax
said. It is normal for the water
to drop a foot below the flashboard in August, she said.
Nobody is currently using the
Lamprey as a water supply,"
Flax said. A lot of water will flow
over the dam between now an~
September though. The big
question is, how much rain will
fall.

It's hard to compare teachers
because of different subjects and
at the different times in a
students career that the course
is taken, he said. Bocialetti said
" I use a supplemental for~
because of my disatisfaction
with the university form."
The Political Science Department uses their own slightly
different form because, "The
university form is not suited to
our needs," Larson said.

uses their own form instead of
the multiple choice standard
university form because, "we
are a department that deals with
words, we would rather read
words," said Carl Dawson, chairman of the English Department.
"We don't want to read tabulations which can so easily be
abused," he said.
The English Department
reads every evaluation at the
annual review each faculty
member undergoes each year,
he said.

In addition many faculty
members use supplemental
forms to rate specific textbooks,
If a teacher consistantly drew
cxa111~ auu papers, he said. "the · criticism from the students the
standardized form is too general chairperson of the committee
and doesn't have enough spe- would take it up with the
cifics," he said.
instructor and the teacher could
The English Oepartment also even be fired if the evaluations

were strong enough, said Dawson.
The university form is still
being used because of its',
"virtue of efficiency," said Ladd.
Because the forms are on file
in the library for students to
review, UNH was forced to have
some simple, standardized process that could be tabulated
easily, Ladd said.
Bocialetti said, "I recently·
tried to get the university form
changed without much success."
Dean Ladd said, " You will
never get one type of instrument ,
that any two people will agree
on. There's no form more satisfactory."
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·Library snubbed
State legislators evidently regard libraries
as a very unimportant component of a
university. The Dimond Library is des per- ·
ately short of space, both for books and
study, and yet nothing is being done to solve
the problem. University Librarian Professor
Donald Vincent's request for urgent funding
was rejected by University Trustees recently,
with the result that the library services
at UNH are doomed to deterioration.
Currently, the library can only accomodate
10 percent of the undergraduate population
at any one time, halt the mimmum amount
set by academic libraries elsewhere. This
means that UNH library staff are faced

it will be left up to students to mmtmize
the problems by using the library_ facilities
as e_fficiently as possible. As soon as studying
is completed, valuable study space should
be vacated to others. Socializers in the
library are going to find themselves
increasingly unpopular as library space
becomes more of a premium.
In the face of the reckless disregard shown
for UNH's well- being in the Legislature,
it is evident that the library's problems
will multiply. Legislators would do well
to visit UNH during exam time and see
for themselves the consequences of their
fiscal irresponsibility.

with an unacceptable choice between
reducing reading resources or cutting down
on the number of people who can take
advantage of the library at any one time.
But students' problems don't end with
finding a place to study . The library's heat
and air conditioning plant is so badly in
need of replacement that students who are
lucky enough to find a spot to study are
subjected to further punishment in Dimond' s tropical climate.
With exams around the corner, the library
scramble 1s going to get worse. Hut untll
state legislators decide to give the University's library the priority it deserves,

Letters
Library
To the Editor:
We want to know who's in charge
of the Dimond library thermostat?
Is it the same person who decided
to display our trash all over the
entrance to the library last winter?
Is this person trying to get back at
us by burning it all in the furnace
downstairs? WHY IS IT SO
HOT???
This problem of the temperature
in the library is not a new one. We
can't seem to recall once in our
college careers that the temperature
was comfortable in Dimond library.
But as the first of May rolls around
and finals just weeks away, we need
a comfortable place to study more
than ever. It seems to be getting
more and more unbearable at a time
when students really need to concentrate.
Have you ever felt like you've
been drugged or gased to sleep in
the library? All of a sudden your
eyes start to blur, your eyelids feel
like lead, and the next thing you
know you've drooled all over your
aggregate 4emand graph. Do you
stick to your seat when you get up
to get a drink of water or Coke?
Does it really have to be this way?
There doesn't seem to be any kind
· of ventilation system. The air is
so stagnant it's stiffling. The
windows don't open in any way. The
place is closed up like a drum. We
know we aren't the only ones who
feel this way. Some people refuse
to even go to the library because
they can't work in that atmosphere.
Can't something be done?
Jon Tracy
Bill Thompson

Nazis
To the Editor:
We felt we had to write a letter
because for the first time in four
years we agree with Ronald Reagan.
We did not vote for him, nor do we
like any of his other policies, but
we stand behind him on his trip
·
to Bitburg.
A point is trying to be made and
everyone is ignoring it: Everyone
was victim of Nazism. The soldiers
are not to blame. In most countries
the soldiers are not fighting because

they want to but because they have
to, especially in a totalitarian
government. The German men had
no choice, they either fought for
their country or paid with their
lives. There exist very few people
anywhere who would or could resist
the power of the Third Reich. Most
of the soldiers who died in German
uniforms were just as much a victim
as anyone else.
This country's problem is that
we are putting the blame on the
wrong people-we had this same
problem after the Vietnam War.
We could understand the outrage
if Reagan were honoring Hitler or
Himmler, because they are directly
to blame for the Holocaust. The
soldiers were only part of their
machine carrying out their orders.
We are trying to celebrate a 40
year old peace with the German
people. Reagan, by simply lying a
wreath on the soldiers' graves, is
trying to show the sons and daughters of the soldiers that we are sorry
they and their parents were victims
too.
Instead of putting so much effort
into changing Reagan's plans and
blaming the wrong people for the
war, we should be putting these
efforts into educating the public
of the Holocaust and Nazism to
make sure we are not victims of it
again.
Suzanne Poirier
David Hukill

evil, and so Mr. Roodenko submit- did, iildeed, say that third shift ever, that the parking fee could also
ted to imprisonment rather than workers (and those in places like be lower for any student willing
cooperating with military action Jackson Labs, ets.) are not part of to park out in the boondocks-thus,
against l~azi Germany during the problem. I identified the prob- there may be a time when the
!em as being the.fact that faculty students are, indeed, not part of
World War II.
One may ask (as Mr. Mander did and students arriving on campus the parking problem. Personally,
at Mr. Roodenko's talk) "What if after 8 a.m. can find no parking I object to the parking fees on
everyone did the same as Mr. places within a reasonable walking principle. We are not in a major
Roodenko?" One cannot answer distance from their destinations. metropolitan area, nor'are we paid
with certainty. Hitler's expansion It is obvious that third and second at a rate which is comparable to, ,
through Europe might have been shift workers do not contribute to say U Mass at Amherst (where staff
halted by many .concerted nonvi- this problem. It is also obvious that must pay for parking). We should
olent actions such ·as the refusal of a shuttle from lot "A" would go a either get free parking or compenthe Norwegian schoolteachers to long way towards solving this sated better for our time.
At any.rate, the parking problem
teach after the occupation of their r_;rnblem. However, this shuttle
country, and the horrors of the could not be used by third shift has long since been a source of
Holocaust might have been lessened workers, those students who stayed frustration for most students and
if more effort had gone into eva- later to study or anyone who arrived employees, and the program which
cuating Jews through underground at work before the shuttle started Pat Miller proposes (given that
running in the morning. These there will be parking fees anyway)
railways such as that operated by
Danish civilians, rather than mil- people shouldn't be penalized promises to be the most equitable
because the shuttle can't be used I have yet heard. If anyone has other
itary activity. We cannot rerun
by them. These workers are usually suggestions, please contact your
history, so we will never know.
the ones who can least afford the representatives, student or staff,
We do know that massive military force ultimately defeated the , extra fee, and they should not have or write them directly to Pat Miller
to pay the higher amount, even at Facilities Services in the Service
Nazis, but as part of the process
the Allies engaged in sustained though· they must p~rk in the main. Building. The only way for you to
campus-they are simply not part be heard is to speak up. Please do
strategic bombing raids on civilian
of the problem-although, unfor- so.
population and industrial centers
ttlnately, most students who drive
to destroy the enemy's ability and
Lois A. Bill
in are currently part of the problem.
will to fight. The firebombing of
I would like to point out, howMember, Operating Staff Council
Tokyo and the atomic bombings
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki followed from that policy. Yes, Allied
military power won a war against
evil, but at another level, the real
winner was indiscriminate violence
on an upprecedented scale.
Now, if the ultimate indiscriminate violence of nuclear warfare
EDMUND MANDER, Editor-in-Chief
is ever unleashed, there will be no
victors at all. Nonviolent alternaMEG BAKER, Managing Editor
tives must be explored, and prinKEVIN MORSE. Managing Editor
MARGARET CONSALVI, News Editor ANDREA HOLBROOK, News Editor
cipled individual war resisters can
JON EKSTROM, Features Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
lead the way. In this spirit, I
SUSAN MORTIMER, Photo Fditor
DAVID DROUIN, Photo Editor
reintroduce Igal Roodenko to the
UNH community as "an example
MARY FISCHER, Business Manager
to us all."
TIMOTHY S. GERNHARD, Advertising Manager
John A. (Tony) Nevin
Professor of Psychology
Advertising Associates

The New Hampshire
0

Editorial
To the Editor:
Edmund Mander's editorial (The
New Hampshire, April 26, 1985)
on my various curricular and extracurricular activities related to
the nuclear threat commented that
I had introduced a speaker who
refused to take part in the war
against Nazism as "an example to
us all." Mr. Mander is correct, but
the remark deserves some amplification.
Igal Roodenko, of the War Resister's League, spoke at UNH last
October. Mr. Roodenko has spent
his life resisting violence and
warfare wherever it may occur. His
principles can be summarized simply: "I will resist evil, and I will not
inflict harm on any person." These
principles ·are not simple to live
by. Hitler was evil, and had to be
resisted; but the organized mass
- violence of warfare seemed yet more

Parking
To

the Editor;
In reference to your article on
parking ("Parking design complete," April 12, 1985 ). The quotations and statements attributed
to me are substantially correct and
accurate. The author of this piece
deserves to be commended. However, there was one point which
I would like to clarify, as there was
evidently a misunderstanding between myself and the reporter. I
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University Forum·
Who's more handicap-p ed?
"You will find the students at UNH to be
interested and friendly." (UNH orientation brochure, 1982)
"Situated in a small community near the shores
of one of New England's mosfpicturesque salt water
bays, UNH combines many of the strengths of a
major university with the appealing characteristics·
of a small college." (UNH orientation brochure,
.,
spring, 1985)
"There are a lot of people around here who have .,
no care for you," said Jeff Cowell, a junior political
science major who is blind. "They expect ·you to
get out of their way."
"Last Thursday I was walking in front of Hetzel
Hall towards Hamilton-Smith when I heard a girl
walking towards me. I was on the far right hand

side of the walkway using my cane, and she just
kept coming," Cowell said.
"Finally, I ;:;i:epped off the walkway when I knew
she wasn't going to move and I walked into a post.
She didn't even ask me if I was all right," he said.
The girl who did this obviously has not read the
UNH brochure that was handed to every freshman
at orientation. Sadly enough, neither have a lot
of other students. Consideration of others is nothing
.
to these people.
Chris Lanterman, a senior, and president of the
Handicapped Student Organization, said he remembers an incident that happened a few months
ago when Ron Christie, a student who is confined
to a wheelchair, went to Pistachio's for a frappe.
"Ron got his frappe," Lanterman said, "but his
hands aren't very good. He ended up squishing the
cup and spilling the drink all over himself. There
· was no reaction from the other customers - none
at all. Ron said he wouldn't have minded if they
had laughed or offered to help, but no one did
·.
anything."
",Finally, Ron asked for some n,apkins for himself
and the girl at the counter gave him one to clean
up the whole mess." Lanterman said.

By Hobert Ars~nault

It is Lanterman's goal to remove the stigma
"They should spend all the mopey they need to
attached to the handicapped students on campus.
make all the buildings accessible for them. It should
Presently, there are 13 students confined to
be as convenient for them as it is for us - we're
wheelchairs and three visually impaired students.
all students. The wheelchatr tour shows tirst hand
"We try to make people a ware of some of the
what it is like to get around when you can't walk
problems handicapped people have. We want to
and are in a wheelchair."
make people understand what happens to these
· The handicapped students do not want to be given
people even if we can't change their attitudes,"
substitutes for the actual university experience,
Lanterman said.
however. When the administration suggested
An example of Lanterman's efforts was the UNH
creating a dosed-circuit television system so classes
vs. the Granite State Stainless Steelers wheelchair
held in wheelchair inaccessible rooms could be shown
basketball game on Friday, April 12. The event
to the handicapped students in another room, the
went over well with the Stainless Steelers coming
Handicapped Students Organization said they would
out on top with a score of 44-36.
prefer to have all of the rooms modified with
Much work has been done to assist these students
wheelchair entrances.
at IJNH. The Facilities Planning Office under the
"We- cion't want that kjnd of a system because
direction of Skip De Vito, has renovated many of
we'd be alone," said Lanterman. "We want to be
the buildings on campus to make them more
with the other students. College is more than simply
.
accessible for handicapped students. Their work
teaching and learning."
includes installing ramps at the MUB and Schofield
These goals of equal opportunity and acceptance
House. They have also lowered the doorbell at Hood
will be difficult to attain at a school where some
House so it could be reached by those in wheeichairs.
of the students just don't care. Jeff Cowell has had
"All of the things we do are just to emphasize
bags of groceries knocked out of his arms by cars
that the visually impaired and the wheelchair bound
_ while crossing the street and the drivers didn't
are simply people with different problems,"
stop to apologize. He has been forced to walk around·
Lanterman said.
groups of people conversing on the sidewalks. He
One of the most hard hitting programs run by
·has fallen down the steps in front of Murkland Hall
the Handicapped Students Organization is the
between classes and no one stops to help him up
wheelchair tour program.
or see if he is all right.
Bob Connolly, a senior R.A. from Congreve Hall,
"We want consideration,t' said Lanterman, "not
took one of the tours last ~emester.
patronage." A simple sidestep, a friendly conver~
"I felt alienated," said Connolly. "Down in front
sation, or a little assistance is nothing more than
of Kappa Sigma, where the sidewalk is very wide,
the decency everyone deserves.
a girl on the other side of the walk jumped onto
Perceptions of the handicapped will have to
the dirt although she had plenty of room to get ,
change before these things will happen. The
by. That kind of thing happened the whole tour.
Handicapped Students Organization is more than
Everyone got out of .the way so they wouldn't catch
willing to assist and help speed that change along.
anything - at least that's the way it seemed to
Even a woman with the gall to force a blind man
me."
off the sidewalk has hope of becoming a more
"UNH should meet all of the handicapped
compassionate person.
students needs to the m~ximum," taid Connolly.
Rob Arsenault is a very compassionate person.

Be smart not "sweet"

Reflections on an old friend

By Ken Fish

By Jon Kinson

Ignorance fights education whenever
it can because education disturbs its
domain of peaceful, never-changing
bliss. Phyllis Schlafly, ardent antifeminist, recently wrote an article in
the Union Leader fighting against sex
education.
She wrote about the shocking commercialism and godlessness presented
by an abortion clinic in Asheville, North
Catalina.
Hershel Anderson, a father of children enrolled in the school where the
abortion clinic taught a sex education
class, said he attended the class to see
what the children were being taught.
"The class was mixed boys and girls.
All kinds of contraceptives were opened
up and put on display ... All were passed
around the classroom ... ," he said.
He reported that the representative
from the abortion clinic said that
abortion was a method of birth control,
and. offered the clinic's services as
examples of confidentiality and as an
outlet of contraceptives.
She quoted another person, Dr.
Ralph Sexton Sr., who also attended
the class, as saying that "there was . not
one mention of God, home, husband
and wife and keeping themselves until
_marriage and home. The young people
were told about their "sex partners"
and how to use their contraceptives,
etc."
Being the morally correct person she
is, Schlafly agrees with these people's
opinions that sex education belongs
in the sanctity of the home and under
the auspices of the parents and God.
" .. .It is easy to see why 'sex education'
classes cause teenage pregnancies and
abortions," she said.

Naturally, firm belier in God'
protection, and mothers warning thei
daughter to "be sweet" are fail-saf
methods of avoiding pregnancy an
venereal disease. Preferring ignoranc
over biological education, uncomfor
table parents suggestion over factual
unbiased data, is not the way to bliss,.
How many teenagers have gotte ,
pregant and not known why? Ho
many teenagers face ostracism fro
their peers because they're pregnant?
How many commit suicide because the
would rather face death than thei
parents because of the consequences
of their ignorance about their bodies?
All this anguish (and there is plenty
in this nation) could have been easil
avoided if they had taken a sex edu
cation class.
I fail to see Schlafly' s reasoning whe
she says that sex education causes
pre_gnancies and abortions. If anything,
.sex educ~tion prevents_ them. If he
advocacy of ignorance is to be take
seriously: we should then also consider
the stork theory or the messenger
from-God-theory. Just to digress slightly: Does she also prefer to be barefoot
and pregnant as well as ignorant?
Daniel Webster, the early Ameriecrn
legal genius said, "There is nod1ing
so powerful as truth." The power of
truth is the power of education over
ignorance. Schlafly does not yet realize
this, and will probably go on advocating
her brand of ignorance as long as she
avoids education.

Ken Fish considers himself educated.

Every day around 4 p.m., there is a
ceremony in the middle of the front
lawn of T-Hall. The flag is formally
taken down by three ROTC cadets. First
noticing this in February, I stopped
'and watched. As goosepimples covered
my body, not from the cold but from
the scene, I wished other people would
have stopped and paid respect to the
flag and the three caretakers. They did
a magnificent job, not knowing they
were being judged by one lone bystand:..
er. I wanted to clap as they departed
but people walking aimlessly to and
from the library would have thought
I was ma1. I clapped inside for them.
Flags have made a splash on the
American scene as of late. Patriotism
is on an upswing and one noticeable
effect is the high visibility of the "Stars
and Stripes" everywhere. Many causes
have been given for the ·rise in patriotism, but the effect is what fascinates
me. Men, women and children wave
their flags together. Democrats and
republicans flooded their conventions
with them. The flag is for all Americans, young and old, male and female,
black and white. It is a symbol of the
g~eatest rration in the world.
Other people may see other things,
but when I look at the flag, I do not
see just a rectangular, three-colored
piece of cloth. I see such intangibles
as freedom, justice and patriotism. I
see where the flag has been, where it
is now and where it is going. I see the
motionless flag on the moon, t·h e one
painted on the side of the shuttle and

-

the one that my neighbor puts up and
takes down every day. To me it is the
same flag overlooking all of this,
knowing what is going on around it. ·
It pains me greatly when I see tapes
of people burning "Old Glory,,_
protesters from other countries and
even worse, protesters from our own
country. Rick Monday, a baseball player,
rushed out onto the baseball diamond
when he saw some people trying to
light an American flag on fire in
centerfield. I know I would do the same.

While we were growing up, we were
taught to respect the flag. We should
not let it touch the ground, we should
replace it when it gets old and ragged
and we should display it in certain ways
as not to demean it. All the way up until
the fifth grade I pledged allegience to
it every morning in homeroom. One
of my proudest moments while
growing up was when I was selected
out of my second grade class to present
a brand new flag, which had been paid
for by us by selling carrot and celery
sticks during recess, to the principal.
The flag has always been an importan
part of my life.

If you are ever near T-Hall around
4 p.m., stop and watch this ceremony;
you just might see me there.

Jon Kinson would like to thank the ROTC
cadets for the care and respect they have
for a friend of mine.

I
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•~ ENTERTAINMENT••
11 :00
1:00

Do 'A
UNH Dance Thtr. Co.
Needham High Jazz
Fashion Show
UNH Juggling Club
Black Water String Band
Shoto-Kan Karate
Seacoast Scottish Dancers

1':15

1:45
1:55

2:~0
4:15
4:30

World Coins
International Dolls
Make your own International
Language Buttons
Orgami
"Tour Around The World"
Artifacts
Much More!!

**INTERNATIONAL FOOD** .

HOT AIR BALLOON RI DES
UNIVERSITY OF' NEW HAMPSHIRE

Come Join Us And Experience A Taste Of International
Cultures.
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SMITH HALL-FRONT LAWN
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Arts & Features
Gallery presentations abound at UNH

A multi-media construction by James Mullen, one of the several BFA students presenting
works at this Monday's Art Gallery opening in PCAC. (Dave Drouin photo)

Vivid Holocaust memories
By Patricia O'Dell
The small boy holds up his
hands in surrender as the soldiers aim their rifles at him.
Near by, a young girl screams
as an older women holds her,
trying futilely to comfort her.
Sh~ was raped by a Nazi.

one hand, he feels grateful to
ap powers for remaining alive.
And on the other hand, you feel
obligated to testify and witness,
to tell the world what happened."

Poll said he feels an obligation ·
to memorialize victims "whose
only sin was their Jewishness."
Both of these are pho.to"It is not only a Jewish
graphs are currently on display display," Poll said. "It is a
in the lobby of the Dimond reminder, a call for humanitLibrary and come from the arianism."
private collection of UNH So- "It should be a constant remindciology Professor and Holocaust er of the evil capacity of man ...
survivor Solomon Poll. Poll After Auschwitz, anything can
displayed the photographs as happen."
a memorial to the Jews who died
Poll teaches a seminar on the
during the Holocaust. "Their
· life and death should not be a Holocaust, which he says is a
very draining experience. When
complete waste," he said.
he first began teaching it, every
The photographs are part of class felt as though it cost him
an exhibit Poll arranged to have "a piece of flesh," he said.
"But I felt it was necessary
set up. "It is necessary for
everyone to know something to share this knowledge . It is
about the atrocities and inhu- difficult each time. One becomes
manity that took place during emotionally involved, particWorld War II," Poll said.
,
ularly in those subject matters
in which we need real objectiv"We cannot expect everyone ity:"
to know or learn the details of
the Holocaust, but some minIn his seminar, Poll and his
imal knowledge of it is essen- students discuss such subjects
tial ," he added in his thick as American apathy towards
Hungarian accent.
Hitler's treatment of the Jews.
That apathy is made up of such
· The exhibit consists of pho- components as Americans' skeptographs, bo oks, posters and ticism and the Allies' policy of
artifacts of the time, including appeas.ement. Poll hopes the
a p ra yer sho w. Ma ny o f the display will become an annual
photographs .lre very powerful. event. The $ 500 cost of th e
One , fo r exa mple, sh ows two current ex h ibit wa s pro vided
Ge rm ans de mons tr ating " the by th e D ea n of Liberal Art s,
ex term ina tion of bodies in the Stuart Palmer.
dea th camps." Anothers shows
"I would like to see some kind
bodies thrown into a mass grave. of memorial, some kin d of
"How can evil be nicely dis- exhibit, in every Ettie town, in
played?" he continued. "You every church, in every synhave to be very, very careful agogue," Poll said.
about the display, that it will
The exhibit will remain on
not be so gruesome people will
display until the end of next
hesitate to look at it."
week. It is a dramatic and
"'~here is a certain_kind of emotional e~hibit th~c deserves
ambivalence for a survivor. On each students atcenc1on.
, :. ,

By Matt Jasper
and chalk portrait s), Angela
Opening May 6, the senior Anderson's large, abstract paintBachelor of Fine Arts exhibfrion ings ( dealing with what she
will present outstanding art terms th e "Alice in Wonderwork from UNH students. Run- land" theory of illusion) and
ning from May 7 to June 28, the Kristine Antonio's flower water
event will feature the best of colors.
works in sculpture, painting,
The exhibit will also feature
drawing and photography from Colin Berry (large oil paintings
seven BFA students.
with simultaneously realistic
The works have been selected and soft, dreamlike qualities),
or "juried" by an individualized Dorothy lmagire (triptych phofaculty review process designed tography),James Mullen (into make the most appropriate novative abstract metal fabristatement about the artist and cations), and Holly 1·i11bury
his or her talents.
(surreal tree sketches and a
The abilities of graduating beaut if u 1 door s cu 1 p artists are further showcased cure/painting called "Wind.").
this year because only seven
These students have joined
(instead of the usual 12 to 18) together to form a truely imstudents are exhibiting.
pressive exhibition which easily
"This gives us a better oppor- rivals the quality of previous
tunity to show a larger body of gallery shows, being both techworks and gives people a clearer nically competent and emotionpicture of the artist," says Colin ally evocative. Berry, one of the seven BFA
The show will provide an
artists featured.
excellent opportunity for conUnlike previous years, many tact between the UNH comstudents are able to show pre- munity and graduating artists.
liminary sketches. Berry added The public is invited to the
that preliminaries are valuable opening reception in honor of
because they show the thought the 1985 Bachelor of Fine Arts
process involved in the creation graduates on Monday, May 6
of finished works.
from 5 to 7 p.m. at the U niverArtists included John Alston shy Art Galleries in the Paul
(confrontational conte graphite_ _ Creative Arts Center.

,. -.:~ ... ,..~.,~ -~~,.-, ..~-;, ....,,-~\.""¾-."' "..

A powerful colle~tion o~ photographs by Hol_o caust survivor Solomon Poll, on display in
the lobby of the Dimond library. (Dave Drouin photo)
·

Filthy affair splatters UNHBy Erica Presley
Environmentally aware Congreve Hall residents passed up
the Jello and free weights and
hit the mud with enthusiasm ·
late Saturday afterno o n. Hall
Director Mary Ann Clark described the .F irst Annua l Mudmania at Congreve as "part of
co mmunity li ving" and that it
would "increase the physical and
spiritual at mosphere of the
hall". One month in the planning, the event was coordinated
by resident Matt Murphy, and
corisisted of four m{ld-wrestling
matches: three men's and one
women's, held on Congreve
front lawn.
The unofficial start of the
games found Lucious Lance

_e~""-.. . •--,,

,._"!,~f,.4- .•"' .... , ... •,_,'i/lJ!,>.~, ...~,#'«.,~~~.,..._..:....__..

~~-,*~;._.,,,.,.,,~,";.."'

7 ., , ... ,.: ....

Romance hoisting Jumping human Chris Kelleher and the
Jeanne above his head and incomprehensible Extra Testossing her into the sludge-pit tide, -against the equally barspecially dug out for the event. barous Lucious Lance Romance,
During the third match, things Buffalo Bill and Dr. Fu. At this
got out of hand as Killer Keith 's point, things got messy as the
coach, David Lusk jumped into combat ants became whipped
the pit and was hauled out by into a muddy frenzy of_ earthy
refe ree J im Murray. Seco nd- passion , a sight th at was well
ma tch ch am £S Se xy Sue and worth the risk of getting splatBrutus Bocca whomped on im- tere d. Sarg eant Bilbo and his
petuous challengers Murderous bomb made a gues t appearance
Meredith and Jumping Jeanne jus t as innocent Congreve reswhile Pretty Boy Boofer boffed idents were sacrificed to th e
Ivan Putz severely. Wild Wayne mire. Obviously, the victors of
and Killer Keith also grappled chis messy free-for-all could not
in the muck to cheers of crowd be determined, but it was taken
approval. The main event of the for granted that a fun time was
afternoon, a tag ream match, had by all in what is to become
pittea such ferocious compet- one of the least glamorous of
itors as Bill O'Malley, the in- Congreve's annual traditions.
...... _,1..,.• .:',.' '.;,·.,,·. . ,.,..,..
t> ~, • . .:,. . . ~ o, . .-:. f .. .,,_j,
'.':'.-'t.... -~~'" ,..._'I..
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New UNH play serves up fun

...

these plot connotations lead to
By Steve Sandblom
The University of New a number of humorous situaHampshire is presenting the tions involving Truffaldino's
comedy, "The Servant of Two inability to live up to either of
Masters," an 18th century classic his two lives.
written by Carlo Goldoni. It is ·
There are a few modern
a "comedia del arte work,"
which means (by definition of , cliches, but not many. The 18th
'century feeling is still there. The
-~.he UN:8 Theater P,~ ogram), reason for his re-write, Dav<m. .. . -----profess1onal comedy.
port says, 1s to make thisf old
d"
D
· G"lb
·
·
1 f
avenpport irects
1 ert
un,
. 1e d "T ru ff a ld"1- p ay un
. p 1ay, su b ttt
"
h again, as 1t · was
t h 1s
ago.
centuries
two
an
t
more
h
d
,,
D
bl
D
,
as
no s ou e uty an
adapted it into an all-new _
"The Servant of Two Mas"poetry-pastiche" version .
ters" will continue playing at
Truffaldino, a professional th~ J~)hl_!_s_on The~tre through
servant, is played by Jeffrey May 4 at 8:00 p.m. Other perHupfer and, as Davenport ex- formances will be May 9 to 11
plains, "is the universal com- jt 8:00 p.m., and May 8 at 2:00
media clown, better know as
p .m. (a special matinee for
Harlequin.,,school groups).

Susan Dumais (lett) Jettrey Hupter, and Christopher Vrountas star in UNH Theatre's production
of _'~1:h~_Se~~_n t of Two Masters."(Jennifer Keith photo)

The play shows Truffaldino's
attempts to outsmart everyone-including himself-by
trying to be a servant for two
masters. One is a young man
running from the law and another is a young woman disguised
as a man, each in love with one
another.
As you might have guessed,

s ted in
So, if you're intere·
f
f
h k
c ec ing out a un, pro essional
new UNH theatre production,
"The Servant of Two Masters"
- is just what you're looking for.
Tickets are available through
MUB Ticket office, 862-2290.

WUNH video night
no fudging affair
wheels of justice, industry, and
By Todd Bisson
There's a party in the MUB clean American fun have been
Pub and we at WUNH want you turning.
all to come.
_ We 've got videos, records,
buttons and even a few inestimThis Saturday night at 8:00
ably valuable WUNH t-shirts.
p.m., the MUB Pub will open The music will be alternative
it's doors to the most unique
and very loud.
video dance-party UNH has
ever seen, and of course, your
If names like Yello, Howard
friends at the Freewaves will Jones, Sisters of Mercy, The
be at the controls, programming Cars, Grand Master Flash, SPX,
the sights and the sounds.
X or Graham Parker mean
anything to you, we will expect
The genesis of this event goes you there. If not let me throw
back to February -of this year a few more details at you.
when the wonderful people at
It happens in the MUB Pub
Elektra Records inquired as to
( that means the usual Pub fare
just how cool the folks up here of BEER, PIZZA and other good
in Cow land would be to a stuff) and will cost a mere $1.50
substantial subsidy of video
for students, $2.50 for nontunes. Well, February is a cool students . Great music, a big
time and New Hamphsire is a
screen, lots of speakersparticularly cool place, so the entertainment has never been
answer was a simple, loud this cheap!
VERY!
B~t~ee!l th_en and now, the

So what the fudge, be there.

-A sampling of some of the artists featured at tomorrow night's WUNH video dance party.(Dave
·
Drouin photo)

WUNH's Top Ten:old/n ew
LPs
Next Teardrop Falls"
Devo-"Shout" (extended)
Y ello-Stella
Jesus & Mary Chain-'Never
Chain Link Fence-Fireworks Understand"
Ago POP SINGLES - 20 Years
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - TOP.
The Flies-Get Wise
Killing Joke-Night Time
Einsterzende N eubauten-Yu
1. Freddie & the Dreamers - Tm
Hits From Billboard 10 and 20 Telling You Now"
Gung
The Smiths-Meat is Murder Years Ago This Week.
2. Supremes - "Stop! In The
_
Dereks & Clive- nLive"
Name Of Love"
Joan Armatrading-Secret Se- TOP POP SINGLES - 10 Years 3. Wayne Fontana & the MindAgo
crets
benders - "Game Of Love"
Chameleons-Nostalgia
4. Petula Clark ·_ "I Know A
Tears 4 Fears-Songs from the 1. Elton John Band - "Philadel- Place"
phia Freedom"
Big Chair
5. Jr. Walker & the All Stars 2. B. J. Thomas - "Another "Shotgun"
Somebody Done Somebody 6. Herman's Hermits - "Can't
• Singles
China Crisis-"Black Man Wron&_ Song"
You Hear My Heartbeat"
3. Minnie Riperton - "Lovin' 7. Kinks - "Tired Of Waiting
Ray"
Red Lorry, Yellow Lorry- You"
For You"
4. Ringo Starr - "No No 8. Martha & the Vandellas "Chance"
Song/Snookeroo"
ABC-"Be Near Me"
"Nowhere To Run"
Ian McCulloch-"September 5. Tony Orlando & Dawn - "He 9. Shirley Ellis - "The Clapping
Don·.~ Love You (Like I Love Song"
Song"
Eurythmics-"Would I Lie To You)
10. Moody Blues - "Go Now"
6. Ben E. King - "Supernatural
·
You"
Bronski Beat-"Why" (ex- Thing Part 1"
7. Sammy Johns - "Chevy Van"
tended) _
Everything But the Girl- 8. ~arry White - "What Am I
Gonna Do With You"
"When Alts Well"
Doppelganger-•:,comm uni- 9. Hot Chocolate - ·:~mma"
10. Freddy Fender - Before Tht'
cation Breakdown

Bowwow!

CAMPAIGN
for AFRICA
The Need Continues
Famine is not a media event.
It's long-term suffering that
doesn't end when the cameras
stop rolling.
It's little children with
bloated bellies and mothers
too weak to respond to
their cries.
It 's old people who will not
age gracefully and die with
dignity, but will expire
hungry and in pain.
It's people in Ethiopia,
Mauritania, Chad, Niger,
Kenya, Mali, Somalia,
Mozambique and Sudan who
need your help.

CARE joins lhe student-run
organization S.A.F.E. - Students

Against Famine in Ethiopia - in

CARE photo by Rudolph von Bemuth· _

ICAREI

calling on college students
throughout the country to give
up a meal April 2S and donate
the mon~y saved to organizations
fighting hunger in drousht. stricken Africa.
Your sift will make a difference.
Please help.

-~-----------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------BOOKS-------------<continued from page 1)

just can't find a place to study," capacity, lack of shelf space, •-If compact shelving is not .
Davis said. "They cannot not insufficient spac(;! for both installed, the library will lose
be receptive to this ( the expan- books and periodicals, and • over 200 seats in the next five
sion program) because the prob- overcrowding in all branch years.
Davis s,1id the insufficient
libraries;
lem gets worse every year."
Davis listed several reasons •Dimond Library only seats 12 seati,?g has caused a_ "domino
for expansion including:
_ . percent of the student body; 20- efect ..
One of the major reasons for
• A report by the Commission 25 percent is the ~ec?m~ended
the elimination of buildups by
on Institutions of Higher Ed- figure for academ1C hbranes;
ucation of the New Englana • The library has ~ot been Residenti,11 Life, he said, is
Association of Schools and expanded since 1969. The book because students need the
Colleges pointed out four mafor capacity is over 84 percent full, lounges for study space. Because
weaknesses in the Dimond and 70 percent is considered the _ of this, more students are turned
·
away in the lottery, said Davis.
Library: inadequate seating optimum level.

Vincent said phases 2 and 3
of the proposed expansion plan
includes construction of a seven
million dollar addition in the
form of a "wraparound in the
front and toward the hill side".
Before such an addition is
ever considered, Davis said, the
ground structure must be tested
to ensure the ground can withstand the weight.
"This is necessary because
books are about the heaviest per
squar~. foot thing you can have,"

he said.
However, even if everything
were to go as planned, construction would not begin until 1987
at the earliest, according to the
expansion -plan's specifications.
"The $255,000 (for the compact shelving) is still in the
legislature as far as I know, there
could be even more delays,"
Vincent said.
Davis said, "As always, it's
a question of money". "You can
only tap the resources so much."

---------------WIRED---------------together because of the additional signal loss and added
resistance," he said.
Phillips said STVN has co~sidered repairing the system 1f
the MUB decides they still want
STVN to cover overflow events
from ·t he Strafford Room. "We

(continued from page 3)
something we're responsible
for...It's not cost-effective for
us to replace the cables (if they
are only us~d to cover occasional
overflow events)," Phillips said.
"We're hoping the MUB will
cover the cost of replacing the
cables," he said.

could run the lines on the
outside of the building, and
those we run inside will be in
conduits with their ends in
lockable boxes."
Howe·ver, the repair of the
wires is not budgeted in STVN' s
operating budget. "It's not

Jeff Ono re, director of the
MUB and Student Activities,
said "I won't draw a hard and
fast line on it ( the cost of
repairs) ... ! would like to get
together with STVN and talk
about it (sharing the costs)."
Onore said he had no idea
who might have cut the wires,

but "if they (STVN) didn't do
it, and my staff didn't do it, then
there's a hint of sabotage."
Onore said he didn't have an_
estimate on the cost of replacement yet because he didn't know
the extent of the damage and
the amount of labor needed to
complete repairs.

------------------ .-----------------

ASPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES
-CAN HELP YOU INTO ANEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOffl.
With graduation here, ·you're probably ready for a
new car.. Chrysler Corporation understands the
graduate's problems establishing a credit history
and getting together enough cash tq finance a
new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car,
thanksto _Chrysler'sspecial
Gold Key program for college graduates. ·
You can drive a new
1985 Chrysler or Plymouth

for a fraction of the purchase cost, with affordably low monthly payments. You have six months
from the receipt of your degree to take advantage
of this exclusive program.
Mail the coupon below and get full details
of this special Gold Key
program for you,
the new college
graduate. Act now. . . _

I

r-----------------,
FIND
OUT
MORE.

-

SEND MY MATERIALS 1D THE ADDRESS BELOW.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

College or University
Graduation Date
Mail to: Chrysler-Plymouth College Graduate Program
2751 E. Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Ml 48207

._____________________
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MICS

·LOWENT HAL·
(continued .from page 4)
revc, ·1tions has thus ended in
Russia." he said. "And for China
the pr~c '5S has become faster."

By JIM DAVIS .

GARFIELD .

"The fa~ -ist form of totalitarianism endL ,:l as a result of the
fascist belief of wanting to
achieve enormous international
gains within limited time. This
ended in self-destruction," said
Lowenthal.
"Communism did end the
Utopian movement an_d t~e
institutionalized revolutton in
Russia " he said. "There is no
longer' a fight bet~ee_n U to pianism and modermzat10n. Now
there is a fight between bureaucratic stagnation and reform.

....

5·3
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By GARY TRUDEAU
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(cominued from page 6)
are not well enough informed
to make a decision. He said
Dining Services believes it has
a responsibility to ensure students are eating right, and
cutting back on the daily serving
of fries is one of these measures.
However, students shouldn't
be alarmed, because fries will
still be served, but only once or
twice per week. Lock said alternatives have not yet been decided.
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Smith said while he was at
the committee meeting, someone proposed to eliminate the
serving of fries all together and
the serving of hamburgers.
However, some members
- thought students would get
upset over the elimination of
the two fast foods. As it stands
now only the fries have been
subjected to the axe by Dining
Services.
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By TOM WILSON

ZIGGY

who can project well, and have
good control so that they won't
lose their voice halfway through
the summer.
"Our big dream," said Burns,
"is to train other people to go
out and do the kinds of production that we do," she said.

C 1985 Universal Press Syndicate

C 1985 Universal Press Syndicate

..:TH€ MeTeR 5eeMSTO
Be BRa-<eN. CAN i

JUST GNe <,t)U lHe

WHAT DO '/00 KNOW .••

YouR iNTeResr AND ~R
seR'lice CHARGes CAMe

oureveN.

QUARTeR?

"We are in the process of
putting together, fifteen years
of scripts so that other companies can use our format," said
Burns.
"We are a grassroots organization," she said, "of the people
and for the people."

SUMMER JOB INFO!!

By BRAD ANDERSON

MARMADUKE

// \" 11

Southern NH and
Metro Boston Areas!!
Accounting
Clerical
Light Industrial
OFFICE SPECIALISTS
will be visiting UNH on

.

FRIDAY MAY 10th
From 10am to 1 pm
Stop by in the Grafton Rm.

of Memorial Union and find

"My horoscope saidthiS'would be one of
my worst days!"

"Who's telling this fish story, anyway?"

' -.'

out how working for the top
temporary service in YOUR
area can make the most of
your schedule and skills.

"And not ordinary sunglasses, mind you ...
I had to-buy him designer ones!"

l

J

,

CC,

1
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Summer Sublet Huge Double room,
$131 .25 and utilities (negotiable) you can
move in with 1 (or more) friends and share
the cost of this beautiful room in residential
Dover. Use of kitchen, bathroom, livingroom
and diningroom included. Parking and 2
k-van stops. Call now! Maria or Chantal
at 868-1201 or Chantal at 7 49-1849Leave message with phone number!

Cape Cod Hyannis-Beach or Town Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen priveleges
double occupancy. Apts, cottages, season
only. $55/week & up. Call Ed 1-617-7781158 or Ceil 1-617-8151. Hurry (Keep
trying.)
Summer Sublet in the Coops! Furnished,
2 bedrooms upstairs; kitchenette and large
living room downstairs; patio/deck, 4
people needed at $125/month/person.
Call Jodi, Beth or Val at 868-2944.
Summer Sublet-for 1 or 2 people in Davis
Ct. Apts. $130/month but negotiable. Call
Ellen 862-3004.
Summmer Sublet in Durham/Large house
with kitchen near campus at 71 Madbury
Rd. 4 openings available, $150/month for
June, July, Agusut. Call Sandy at 868-5181
or Michelle, Kathy, Beth rms 227-228 at
868-9791 .
Subletters wanted for summer. Furnished
two bedroom apt in the Coops. Rent
negotiable. Call 868-1116.
Summer sublet June-august, flal option
3 bedroom apt. Newmarket, close to Karivan. $550 a month heat included, gas stove.
Call afternoons and evenings 659-2415.
One male space availabe in Davis Court:
(Summer; with fall option.) Features include:
off-street parking, laundry facility, cable
TV fireplace, heat & hot water in rent, on
Kari-van route. Sounds interesting? Call
Dan or Earle at 868-1530 (leave message
on machine}. Available June 1.
Summer Sublet June-Aug . Davis Court
apts. 56 Madbury Rd. Space available for
2-3 more people . $140/ea . Furnished
spacious balcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461 . Ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim.
Female roommate wanted . Lease startng
Sept. 1, running through May. $900 semester-everything included except electricity
& phone (both minimal). Great location"Nick's Bricks", 4 Main St. Apt 2. Call 8685875. anytime.
For Rent-Four bedroom apt. in Portsmouth
$675/mo plus utilties. Newly renovated ,
9 month lease starting in September. Call
207 -439-4285 Mark.
Summer Room rentals at Sigma Beta (SB)
$375 full summer. (May 27-Sept 1) Calf
Dan at 868-9723.
June-August Summer Sublet-Davis Court
Apt. 56 Madbury Rd . Space ava il able for
2-3 more people/$140 ea . Furnished ,
spacious, balcony, right on campus! Cal l
868-5461 ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim .
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
for 1985-86 academic year. Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $850
per semester, including utilties. Call 8682217 after 4 p.m.
Summer Sublet June-Aug . Davis Court
Apts. 56 Madbury Rd. space available for
2-3 more people. $140/ ea furnished,
spacious, balcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461 , ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim.
Summer sublet-single in a house. 15 minute
walk from campus. Off street parking. Large
private yard, washer and dryer. Furnished.
$140/mo. negotiable. Call Gia 868-6315
HELP! I have to find someone to sublet my
apartment. In Dover, on K-van route-own
room, alredy furnished. Duplex shared with
3 other girls . $125 .00/mo plus utilities .
Please call Jen or Deb at 749-2910
evenings. Please non-smoking.
Summer sublet with possible optionspacious Main St. Apartment for two 0 three.
Living room, double bedroom, kitchen,
study area, bath, all utilities included .
Partially furnished. Reasonable rent. Call
Mike or John at 868-6183
Durham : Summer sublet with fall option
for one or two people. Airy, fully furnished
one-bedroom beautiful yard, quiet building,
washer/dryer, walking distance to UNH .
Rent $380. Call Nancy 868-6354 evenings
or leave message.

SUMMER RESI.OENT CAMP STAFF
NEEDED Ecology director, waterfrpnt

1972 Volvo 164E, good body, excellent
mechanical condition, many new parts,
cassette and radio, overdrive, $925 or best
offer. Please call 749-6883.

direction and staff and more. 625-6431
or 964-9824.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _..,....__ _ _ _ __
Reader/Academic Aide-summer work
1983 Nighthawk, 500, mint condiiton, only
Work study /Hourly positions available for
study positions available. Hours arranged.
been driven 1 season. Has only 2,600 miles
the fall semester at the Non·-traditional
Call handicapped Services at 862-2607
on it. $2,300.00. Call Jim S. at 868-9723
st udent center! For more info: Call 862HAWAII-FT. LAUDERDALE-CALI FOR- ·
or 2-1296.
364 7
NIA-VAIL-ASPEN-BAHAMAS YOU -_ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For Sale : Sofa, used. 7 foot. Worn, but
House painters with equipment needed.
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYInterior and exterior, own transp_o rtation .. exceptionally comfortable. $35.00. Phone
WHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING
659-5352.
Call: Mark (603) 431-4790 9 a.m. ~ 9 p.m.
YOU WANT - NOW! ARE YOU EARNING
WANTED: Person to direct activity program
FOR SALE 1965 Ford Falcon. Reliable
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE
at Siesta Shores Campground. Weekend
transportation-nearly rust free (formerly
TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME?
employment, call Lee at 659-3852 for
from Arozona.) Extra tires and many recent
WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPRESENT PRODUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE . particulars.
repairs. $450 or B.O. Also, 1953, 3/4 Ton
_
___________
:...._
sueOF
THOUSANDS
PROUD OF? JOIN
Chevy pick-up (w/ extras) Runs well-could
SUMMER WORK-STUDY RECREATION
CESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYbe restored . $1,100 firm. Call 868-2921
LEADERS WANTED. Fun, outdoor positions
WHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $ 1,000ask for Scott or Sarah.
conducting activities for youths ages 6$25,000 PER MONTH! NO TRAVELING1973 Toyota Wagon. Great engine. Body
14 in Uay camp setting, looking for
NODOORTODOOR-WORDOFMOUTH
needs work. Price very negotiable. Call
individuals with skills in one or more areas:
IS THE KEY! PRODUCTS HAVE A 1OO%
sports, crafts, swimming, watersports, · Julie, 868-6148 after 9:00 p.m.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE MOdrama, hiking or more. Call 659-5_563 New
NEY NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL 868 _1482
"WELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW
Market, Rec. & Parks, Workstudy only.
FOR AN INTERVIEW.
GO HOME" bumperstickers. Only $1.50
each to: BMC, Box 1900, Conway, NH
Waiters/Waitresses, Host/Hostess poTown of Durham Public Works Department
03818. Free list of wise-cracks available
sitions. Full time or part time . Apply in
wants employees to assistin general public
on request. . ·
St.,
Albany
House,
Malt
The
.
person
construction
and
maintenance
works
_P_ort_s_m_o_u_th-''-N_.H_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BIKE FOR SALE. 10-speed, in good conprojects for the summer. Work to begin
in May. Full time employment for the . Workyourhoursar()undthatsummercla"ss .
Work Study Jobs now opening at the U.N.H.
summer. Must be available for the entire
Dairy Bar for the rest of the school year
summer-May 27th or earlier through
and summer. Short order cooks/Counter
Auguf;t 30th and must be 18 years of age.
Workers needed $3.35/hr plus tips and
$4.76/hr. Applications available at Town
a meal. Call John at 862-1006 after 2:00
Office until May 3, 1985. THE TOWN OF
p.m. -Work Study Only.
DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACAEROBICS INSTRUCTOR WANTED this
TION/EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Bartender and waitresses wanted. No
experience needed. Positions ava ilable
now and for summer jobs. Apply in person
between 7 p.m.-8 p.m. open hrs. 6 p.m. til

May & June and/or also in fall. Excellent
pay. Mon - Thurs, 5:00-6 :00 p.m. in
Newmarket. For more info call 659-5563,
Newmarket Recreation & Parks ( on the
_K_ar_i-_V_a_n_R_o_ut_e-=-)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 a.m. Old Farm Pub, 34 Locust Street,
Dover, NH 03820 7 42-9808.
Act ivitist Wanted : Progressive citiiens
network, working for affordable energy and
a safe environment is seeking artic.ulate,
energetic people to join its political staff.
Training/National travel great summer
employment $180-225 wkly for an interview. Call (603) 225-4007.

Wanted : Art student or graduate willing
to make at least a 1 year commitment to
working in frame $hop/gallery in North
Conway. Excellent experience for someone
who wants to put their education in color
-and design to work . Must be good with
fractions and some experience with photography helpful. The pay isn't great but
the scenery is! Send resume to Gold Leaf

SUMMER RECREATION STAFF WANTED:
Playground Supervisor-18 yr. old min
experience working with children required ,
as we ll as working knowledge of crafts ,
games, sports, etc. Must be available June
24-August 23. Waterfront Staff-Supervisor
and Guard/ lnstructors-18 yr . old min .,
current WSI preferred, but other Red Cross
Certification considered. Must be available
weekdays and weekends as schedule
requires , May 30-Sept. 2. Experience
preferred . All positions: References and
participation in lnservice .Training required .
Concession Stand Operator also needed.
Appl ications and deta ils available at
Frankl in Parks and Recreation, Memorial
St., Franklin, NH phone: 934-2118.

Frame & Gallery, Box 370, No. Conway,
6 0_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_N_H_0_3_8_

Child care, part or full time, now a summer.
Several postions available in area pri vate
homes. Experience and dependab ility
necessary. Also accepting reg istrations
for Home Health Care , housekeep ing,
" house-sitting ' and yard and garden
maintenance positions. Call Help-at-Home
Placement Service, 749-6252.
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: The T ASk
Center is taking applications for Tutor I Counselors to work 8-12 hrs/ week
during 85-86. Must be interested in academics and have a good GPA. You will be
trained . $3.75-$4.50 hour. Call 2-3698 or
stop by Richards House for an application
by5/10.
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS - (Mass .) Mah-Kee-nae for
Boys/Danbee for Girls. Counselor Positons
for Program Specialists: All land sports
plus, Arts/Theatre/Dance, Gymnastics,
rocketry , ropes course ; all waterfront
activities-including swimming, diving, small
craft; plus overnight camping, computers,
videotaping and more. Inquire: Camps
Mah-Kee-Nac/Danbee, 190 Linden
Avenue , Glen Ridge , NJ 07028 , Phone
(201) 429-8522.
Live-in babysitter for summer for 3 boys
ages 13, 8 and 10 months . Salary plus
private room and board . Call 664-2938
evenings or weekends.

Looking for a fun responsible person to
care for 2 (two) children 15-20 hrs. week,
now through end of the summer. Contact
Rick or Jule at 749-9322
Two houseboys needed: Alpha Xi Delta
Sorority-starting next semester $10 .00/
week. including all flleals. Call 868-2665

.._ .~_s
___

-~-l~l

1965 Plymouth Val iant " Slants ix ": New
front radials, snows on rear , new front
shocks, New bearings, new radiator, new
master cylinder , AM/FM radio . Just inspected. $500 firm . Call after 7 p.m. , 8682169 or on weekends. Ask for Hue.

YAMAHA XS 400F Special 1979 6 s peed,
crash bars, backrest and rack, good rubber.
Just tuned up for spring. Great cond . $575
or b.o. Mike at 436-9263
Babcock Yard Sale on May 11 from 1Oa.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Babcock Main Lounge. All
untagged items, including bicycles, will
be sold unless clairned owners. A list of
items to be sold is posted at the Babcock
Main Desk. Proceeds to benefit Babcock
House Council.
1971 VW Beetle, very dependable transportation. needs some TLC on body. Perfect
for summer. $600 or best offer. Call Scott
Jones 868-6257
SUMMER FUN: 1981 Kawasakii 440 LTD,
Belt driven, Excellent condition, new battery
and brand new belt 60 m.p.g . $700 Call
Dan Thompson. 868-9723 or 2-1296
Money will paid for a 'CB' radio any type
any price. Please call Tim at 2-1590 or 8689779.
3 Benson 's Animal Farm tickets normally
$27 for $18 Brand new Fuji S-12-S 18
speed, need money $300 or best offer. Call
·
7 -8 a.m. 868- 2513.
1970 Ford Maverick, only 80,00 miles, new
radiator system , 6 cycl. automatic, great
engine sharp looking, neds a little work.
Asking $450. Call Steve anytime at 8689750.

COME AND GRADUATE IN STYLE: MAY
15, GRADUATING SENIORS OF NICKS
WILL BE THROWING A SEMI-FORMAL
BASH IN THE PARADISE LOUNGE:
BUFFET, CHAMPAGNE, MUSIC AND
MUCH MORE. FOR TICKETS TALK 10
BARTENDERS DAVE BULKY AND RICH
STEADY (ITCHY) OR THE DEE JAYS
DOWN STAIRS. DO NOT MISS THIS
PARTY
MARIJUANA when used in a mature
manner, can be a positive addition to a
consturctive life. It's that simple. Also,
alcohol is ·physically addicting, pot is not.
COME AND GRADUATE IN STYLE: MAY
15, GRADUATING SENIORS OF NICKS
WILL BE THROWING A SEMI-FORMAL
BASH IN THE PARADISE LOUNGE:
BUFFET. CHAMPA<~NF. MLl~IC. ANO
MUCH MORE. FOR TICKETS TALK TO
BARTENDERS DAVE BULKY AND RICH
STEADY (ITCHY) OR THE DEE JAYS
DOWN STAIRS. DO NOT MISS THIS
PARTY
Sue 8.0., Friends mean more than a tape
can say. That is why this is in. To say hi
and remind you that anything· can happen.
Can you PICTURE this? Love, Chip

dition, Shimano center pull brakes, toeCOME AND GRADUATE IN STYLE: MAY
· 15, GRADUATING SENIORS OF NICKS
clips included $55.00. Call Jill 868-2948.
CAR FOR SALE!-Audi Fox, 1977. No rust, . WILL BE THROWING A SEMI-FORMAL
BASH IN THE PARADISE LOUNGE:
runs great. A run college car that's
!3UFFET, CHAMPAGNE, MUSIC AND
dependable. Call T J at 862-3190. $1,500
MUCH MORE. FOR TICKETS TALK TO
orB.O.
BARTENDERS DAVE BULKY AND RICH
1982 Honda XL 1255. Like new. Best offer,
STEADY (ITCHY) OR THE DEE JAYS
Call 868-6182.
DOWN STAIRS. DO NOT MISS THIS
· ROUNDTRIP UNITED ARILIN TICKET.
PARTY
GOOD ANYWHERE IN CONTINENTAL
$~Ml-FORMAL-TONIGHT-GRANITE
U.S. THROUGH MARCH 86. NO RESTRICSTATE ROOM 8-12-D.J .-FOOD-CASH
TION. CALL SARA 868-6139.
BAR-ONLY $3.00!! EVERYONE WELCOME
Wood bench w. steel frame with York
weights, curl bar, dumb bells etc. Living
room coffee table . Have a look, will take
best offer. Call Peter eve. 868-2442
1968 Toyota Corona. Body is rusted but
engine runs well. TR Lawrence, Fogg Trailer
Park, C-4 (Parkers Falls Road at Lee Town
Line) Day time phone 862-2828
1972 Capri 2000 , 4 cyl., 4 sp. Some rust
on a California body but still solid. Meehan! icals sound but old. A classic sports coupe
for one $475. Call 659-2745 days.
1978 Ford Mustang. No rust. One owner.
Dependable transportaion 197 4 Dodger
Van. Good utility truck $800. Also Shimpo
potter's wheel and kiln. 868-5407 or 8681073. Please leave message.
1981 Suzuki GS550T. Only 5,500 mi.
beautiful cond, and loaded w/extras .
$1200.00. Call Paul 2-2159, 868-9771
WORD PROCESSOR-portable home computer. Excellent for paper writ ing, prints
, letter-quality. Comes with wordstar pro gram, games and other programs. Call 8681242.
Dune Buggy $450.00, 19" co lor TV $100,
LP Gas water heater $60; Franklin fireplace
$150 , self-propelled lawn mower $11 O;
Camera w/electron ic
Minolta XG-1 35
bouncer flash·, carry case-exc . Cond .
$225. Call 942-7614 eves.

m

Write your own professional resume with
easy to follow line by line instruction form
$5.40 each (ck/MO) to SECRETARY, 13
Old Landing Rd., Durham, NH 03824
1980 Volkswagen Rabbit. Body in perfect
condition . New tires, new battery I alternator I shocks, AM/ FM cassette ,
, $2000 or best offer. Call Chuck at 8685839

I

Sarvas and Repaln
-

I~
.

SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE RATES. CALL 742-6148.
Typing-Term papers, thesis, etc. Sutdents
and faculty, ST ARR & ST ARR Secretar_ial
Service, 603-926-2199.

HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE
BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM
CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
OR KEEP YOU AT THE WEIGHT YOU
NEED AND GET HEAL THY WHILE YOU
DO IT! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
$10 - $360 weekly/ up mailing circulars!
No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested
rush sel f-addressed envelope! Ma ilers
Association Dist AR-7CEG , PO Box 470,
Woodstock, IL 60098.
Doug H. of F.U Nice Hickey on your neck.
Don 't worry, I won 't tell anyone!
*** ATTENTION EVERYONE!!! The First
Annual SPRING FLING will take place May
4th in Area I!! Concession, Entertainment,
Cookout, Sports, and more. Begins at 1:00
p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Enjoy the carnival atmosphere & the fine weather. Raindate , May
5th.
HEY , WUNH NIGHT IN THE MUB PUB!!
WOW. Saturday, May 4th. Dancing Tunes,
T sh irt giveaways, plus more!! Don 't miss
out] Doors op_en at 8 p.m.!!
Work your hours around that summer class.
Work Study Jobs now opening at the UNH
Dairy Bar for the rest of the semester and
summer. Short order cooks/ counter
workers needed $3 .35/hr plus tips and
a meal. Call !John at 862-1006 after 2:00
p.m. Work.study only.
"For God so loved the world, that He gave
His on ly begotten Son , that whoever .
believes in Him should not perish, but have
eternal life. - John 3:16.
Hey, my brown-eyed woman, let's blow
this town and do some Jammin .' Love
always, your bans.
***ATTENTION EVERYONE!!! The First
Annual SPRING FLING will take place May
4th in Area I!! Concession, Entertainment,
Cookout, Sports, and more. Begins at 1:00
· p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Enjoy the carnival atmosphere & the fine weather. Raindate , May
5th.

End of the semester. Need furniture
To the new sisters of Phi Mu· moved? Call Chris's Light Trucking. Anywhere in southern New Hampshire to , congratulations! You did a great job as phis
and with all that you have to offer-I know
Boston. Hourly and -daily rates. Call for an
you'll be terrific sisters, Thanx for a
estimate, 749-1899.
memoriable seemster-we 've ha_d our ups
and do wns but we 've kept smiling . Remember, I'm always here for anything. Love,
Danna

I

lnt'I Student Orientation Coor.dinator positon available summer 1985 International
Special survival offer for finals week! Walk,
Students office under guidance of lnt'I
drive, jog , bike or skate out Rte. 155-A to
1981 Ford Mustang, low mileage great
Students Advisor . Plan full orientation
condition, total maintenance history, alpine , Green Dream Farm. Treat yourself to our
program for new foreign students. Pay is
del icious ice cream or yogurt and SAVE
AM/ FM cassette deck w / graphic equzlizer
$200 for project, starts in May . Apply
immediately to Marissa Charlich 2-2050 .. · & booster. Call Peter evenings 868-2442. i 25¢ with this ad May 17-24 only!! OPEN
I 11 am to 9 pm. every day 659-5127.
$4,500.00
Work study preferred but not required.

...

Term Papers profes'sionally typed-$1 page.
Call 436 -4001 (days) or 749-2338 (evenings). Word processing also available.
Music Marathan DJ Service available for
weddings, parties, dances. Call 207-6985678. Ask for Keith.

,.
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DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
. BQOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
· STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN
' FEELING! ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTH AT THE SAME
TIME 1 i vu% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
- - -- · - - - - - - - - Kathy-Happy Birthday and congratulations
on your impending graduation. Love and
tbest wishes Pam (Tucson, AZ)

Macyy-Twink-when ever I see your smiling
face I have to smile myself because I love
you. Hop,e
Doug H. of F.U. Nice Hickey on your neck.
Don't worry. I won't tell anyone!
Kathy, thanks for taking me away from this
campus for the weekend. Let's have alot
· of fun in Boston.

NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS?
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA YOU CAN LOSE 12-29 LBS A MONTH
ON! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.

ADOPTION Professional married couple
wish to adopt a newborn. Will pay all
medical, legal and counseling expenses.
Please contact Robert Bosie, 440 Hanover
St., Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222.
LET'S MAKE IT TOGETHER! How can
someone help you get where you're going
if you're not sure of the destination yourself?
Apollo Consultants' individualized career
planning services show you how to define
your skills, recognize your experience, and
market y9urself. We'll explore possibilities
together with our innovativ~. personalized
resume writing, career planning and job
hunting techniques. We are money well
spent. APOLLO CONSULT ANTS - since
1972 - Portsmouth 436-2552, Dover 7421961, Rochester, 335-1588.
***ATTENTION EVERYONE!!! The First
Annual SPRING FLING will take place May
4th in Area II! Concession, Entertainment,
Cookout, Sports, and more. Begins at 1:00
p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Enjoy the carvinal atmosphere & the fine weather.. Rafndate, May
5th.
REDIRECTION-A Christian ministry seeking to help those in homosexual bondage
to freedom through Jesus Christ. Come
to one of our weekly closed meetings.
Please write to Redirection Ministries c/o
Faith Christian Center, P.O . Box 4544,
Manchester, NH 03108.

Casey-Thans for a tun weekend. We
somehow managed 2 PD's!! Can't wait to
see the King Bundy pictures. M.F.
Dear H.P. (I know how much you hate that
nickname but it's appropriate)- here's
wishing you a fantastic 21st birthday!
Tonight will be very special. Love, your
little Wudgie.
.
"URGH!" at the MUB PUf? tonight!!-The
best collection of New Wave, Reggae and
punk music captured on film. Don't miss
this onell Showtime: 9 p.m.
To the person who removed a blue EMS
daypack with an orange button on it from
behind a tree just inside college woods,
at 1 :30 on Tues. April 30th; Keep the
Daypack, the keys , the sweater, the
clipboard ; I don 't care. But the 11-0tes and
papers are worthless to you, and priceless
to me - PLEASE Return to MUB Lost &
Found, No questions asked. If anyone
knows anything this please call Phil at 6593987.
FOUND: Ladies prescription glasses found
near H.S. Gray Frame, not very strong ,
David H. 2-1594.

'***An E:NTION EVERYONE!!! The First
Annual SPRING FLING will take place May
4th in Area 111 Concession, Entertainment,
Cookout, Sports, and more. Begins at 1:00
p.m. · ':: 00 p.m . Enjoy the carnival atmosphere ?, n,e fine weather. Raindate, May
5th.
Bruce !3. and Chris C. Get me that job and 1
het psyched for summer' The fabulous four
(that's us) can uip up Boston. Deal? Deal.
Catcha and come visit (yyou owe us two
beers). Mellow
Hi Nars
To everyone at 6 Garden Lane: Thanks
for the phone and everything else. Here's
to Digger's Kiss 108, Julie's I-shirts,
Cynthia's "Blind dates" and Jill's ankle
(and knee). Thanks for the darts and the
barbeques-and the yar. Love your neigh·
bors at 6A.

Deb, thanx tor the time you've given me
this semester. I h0pe that now I can spend
more of my time and love with you. Ken
_Bruce, I know I'm 4,789 dinners behind,
but I'll try to make up for it some how. An
ex-editor
News editors don't fade away, They just
get hip to the new scene and say, "Write
on!"
Brook: Here's to stats (blech), hometowns
(blech) and features (yeaaa!) . BEte noire
to "assistant" meanting "women's" and
that great alumni publication (unmentioned). Thanks tor the experience; I'm glad
I caught you while you're here. Have tun
diggin potatoes and here's to Sunday'
Sincerely, Mellow ("Jane")
Hi Steve! Signed, your world-record holding
late deadline (8 hrs) holder.

K.M. Thinking about you and tonight!! Love
ya Diane
·

Study Students
Plan For Your
Fall Job Now:
The TASk (Training in Academic
Skills) Center is hiring tutor I counselors for the 1 985-86
Academic Year. Tutor/counselors
are trained to provide study skills
assistance and personal advising
to UNH students. "Good" GPA
required along with an interest in
academics and work/study status
allowing up to 1 O hrs/wk. Apply
at the TASk Center, Richards
House, by Friday, May 10, 1985.

•••••••••••••••••••••
Used Bike Sale

-Painters Wanted
Experience preferred but
not necessary,
we will train.
Call 659-2235; call MORNINGS.
Guy Marshall Painting Contractor

c,--..,...,...,...,...,...,._,.....,...,._,...,...,...,._,...,....,._,...,._,...,...,._,._,._,._,..,.o--_,.J"'..,._,......,._,..._,._,._,...,...,...,...,...,=

Luxury Summer Sublet
So Much For
So Little
4 Bedroom Cape Just Outside Durham

1

M-F 9-5

Sat: 9-12

···················•• ·

Sponsored by SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY
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Happy Belated
Birthday
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CLASS RING SALES
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May 8 & 9
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
MUB

LAST CHANCE
FOR SENIORS!

I
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3rd Annual

EAE
Tug O' War
Sat. May 4, 12 noon

To my Hubby

~

'

~

for Easter Seals

Reg. Sale

Durham Bi.ke

r-·----·-------------.-.------------·-----·---··~
i
i
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• Karivan stops out front
•Big Yard
•Sun Porch
·
•Parking
• Finished Basement with Bar
• 2 Full Bathrooms

Ladies Kabuki
10 speed $125 $89
Childs 3 speed $75
Girls 10 speed $85 $49
2 Ladies 3 speed $75 $35
$149 $99
Fuji GT 21"
Girls Columbia 10 speed
$50 $29
Raleigh 21;; GT $139 $99

For further information, call 749-2346.

UNH MEN'S LAX TEAM: About the last
headdline I don't write the headlines Get
psyched and make them remeber you up
at West point. Signed, Your press agent.

Dan G. Happy 21st Birthday' I've had so •
much fun with you and am looking forward
Doug H. of F.U. Nice Hickey on your neck.
to mure 1n the future. Let's get scrappydon't worry, I won't tell anyone'"
see1_a L,s_a._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Attention Work

Public Service Announcement:
The Strafford County Family Planning Program
announces the scheduling bf a Pap Smear Clinic on
May 18, from nine a.m. until noon. It will be held at
the Dover Area Clinic, 50 Chestnut Street, (above
Seavey's Hardware Store).
Pap tests will be available to c:!11 women on a walkin basis, (no-appointment necessary). There will be
a fee of ten dollars for the service.

$30/team 1O people/team Max
Men's Limit 2000 lbs
Women's Limit 1300 lbs.
Prizes for 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Call Jay Dewitt for teams at 868-9831,
2-2397 by 5/3 at 4 p.m.
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-------SUNSHINE-------movement and always wear a
protective sunscreen.
Dr.Johnson said snow and
sand reflect 100 percent sunlight. The sunlight reflected
from water increases the sun
exposure by 50 percent. A
person should sunbathe before
the hours of 10 am and 2 pm,
when the UV rays are most
powerful.
"A good sunscre~n is a must,"

Patterson said, "any sunscreen
with a para-amino-ben zoic acid
(PABA) is highly recommended." Such sunscreens include PreSun, Eclipse, Coppertone and Sea & Ski.
Look for the SPF (sun protecting factor) on each bottle.
"The numbers range from the
single numbers to 15. Fifteen
represents the most powerful
sunblock while the single
numbers offer less protection,"
said Patterson.
"Zinc oxide is good, too," said
Patterson. To prevent fever
blisters, use Chapstick, Vaseline
or Blistex on lips.
"If you do get sunburned,"
said Patterson, "there are a
number of treatments to use."
Cold compresses, petroleum
jelly and other lotions which
contain no alcohol (alcohol
aggravates and dries the already
sunburned skin) soothe the skin
and aspirin reduces pain. Cold
teabags help reduce swelling,
especially around the eyes.

(continued from page 5)
Patterson said, "-Anyone with
a sunburn should seek medical
help. You don't know how bad
your situation is."
Blisters accompanying sunburn should not be popped.
Patterson said, "If the blisters
are intact and in one piece, then
the skin is also in one piece and
continues to protect the sensitive
skin below. Once you break the
blister that protection is gone
and bacteria starts to grow."
Patterson said there are over
25 harmful effects of sunlight
to the skin.
'_'S\(in cancer is most widely
known," said Patterson.
Skin cancer depends on the
amount of sun exposure you've
had. If rough scaly, red and
brown spots develop, have a
doctor look at them immediately. This is the beginning stage
of skin cancer. Skin cancer
usually occurs around the eyes,
nose and ears. Raised lumpy,
pearly looking lesions with a
crust over the center means
danger and need immediate
attention.
Sunlight also causes freckles,
a darkened pigment which is
the skin's way of protecting
itself.
The sun affects the skin's
elasticity, as well. In other
words, it causes wrinkles and
premature aging.
Patterson said not to look

••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••:
••••••••••• •••••••••••
TASk Tip of the day - - -

:

Dehydration is another hazard to sunbathers. Always have ·
plenty to drink before going out
mto the sun. And this does not
mean alcohol. Alcohol causes
dehydration. The combination
of alcohol inside and the drying
of the sur1 from the outside can
lead to severe dehydration and
·
heat stroke
A person experiencing heat
stroke or dehydration needs to
receive medical help as soon as
possible. Ice and liquids are a
must.
After you have gotten a sunburn, your skin is extra sensitive.
"The skin needs to return to
normalcy," said Patterson. "The
redness should be gone and the
skin had a chance to rejuvenate
itself." It is safe to go back in
the sun only with definite
precautions.
"Use a sunscreen with a SPF
of 10 to 15 at all times and be
cautious," said Patterson. "Remember to stay in the sun no
longer than 30 minutes the first
time out."

GOSS

GREAT DEALS

:
:
:
:

Organize the information you want to learn and
retain by drawing a picture, graph or map. You
will find that studying from a chart is far more
helpful than reviewing a neatly written outline.

:
:
causes retinal burns and blind:
ness."
Patterson said the areas of :
directly into the sun either. "It

the skin least exposed are most
sensitive to sunlight and should
be well-ptotected. This includes
the tips of ears, tops of feet and
the hands.
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32 Main St., Durham, NH

Full Service Deli
Fresh Coffee & Donuts
Salad Bar
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream
Cones ·& Pints
Made to order deli sandwiches
Video Movie Rentals
VCR Rentals

Monday & Tuesday:
Rent 2 taoes for the price Qf 1

-,·:
············-•···••4••
coupon
With this

·- ;

:
$.25 Off of a _
;
l9en and Jerry's ice creamconet
•
or dish
•
•
:
5/10/85
Expires
;

•
•
•••••••••••••·
•••••••••••
2 liter Pepsi, Coke 99¢

Case of 12 oz. cans qf Pepsi or Coke $5. 99

868-2521

••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•••I
•
•·:
••
•••
•
•••
•
•••
••
•
•••
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••
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OPEN SUNDAYS 12-5
Lafayette Rd. (Rt. 1)
PORTSMOUTH, N.H.
431-7000/Dover Toll Free
659-5803

Has a special gift for upcomi ng graduat es

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT*FROM
IT.
ED
·CR
RD
Plus
Motor Company.
from
$400 purchase allowance**
Ford

Vehicles
Included
in the Plan.
You may choose a
new 1985 Marquis,
Cougar, Topaz or

Lynx.
*Pre-Approved Credit.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable employment that begins within 120 days of your
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your·vehicle payment.
• You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelors degree within 120 days.

•

•.

- - --

-

- -

■ ••OGt•J•H
MERCURY

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

**$400 Purchase

Allowance.
Make your best deal... use the
$400 as a down payment'or receive a

$400 check directly from Ford atter the sale.
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UNH softball;S Bucha lski likes to be in contro l
nice change," she says.
Schweinfurt, Germany. "ROTC hard," she admiti.
Camping, scuba-diving, and
team's
the
with
pleased
is
Job
says.
she
life,"
my
is
devoted
is
21,
Lisa Buchalski,
'Tm there to protect our overall performance this season. sports fill Buchalski's free time.
to her school, her team, her
country, and most importantly country. My husband and I are "We have a young team and She loves travelling and has
her husband, who awaits her· not war mongers; we hate to kill we've had our ups and downs," plans to spend time in Greece
arrival in Germany where she even bugs," she says with a she says. The team finished with and take an African safari. After
graduating, she will atttend a
will begin her appointment as smile, adding, "It's just the way a 5-12 record.
Buchalski's eyes gleam whe- three-month training school in
a lieutenant in the United States we were-brought up, very patriotic. Someone's got to fight never her husband is mentioned. Aberdeen, Maryland before
,
Army.
"First, people can't believe for our freedom." Her father- They were married in December venturing to Germany for three
and have been apart since Jan- years.
I'm a woman in the army, and in-law is also in the military.
Buchalski intends to make a
The senior's determination uary, which has not been easy.
then when I say I'm married
for
of the army: "They have
ring
career
wedding
her
wore
She
on
surface
attitude
th-ey're really surprised," says and positive
the University of New Hamp- the softball field. She repeatedly three weeks before Robin given me a military commission
shire women's softball captain tells herself, "We're gonna win. Meeks, the team trainer, no- and as a recipient, I must serve
We're good, and we can take'm," ticed. "I called Tom and told him 20 years minimum."
_
and catcher. ·
With a love for children, she
On graduation day, May 25, in order to be mentally prepared she was making me take it off.
Buchalski, of Hooksett, N.H. before a game. She reviews She said if anything happened plans to get her master's in prewill be one of six ROTC Dis- situations and her responsibil- they would have to cut it off," school education within the next
six years. And according to her
Buchalski remembered.
tinguished Military graduates. ities on each play in her mind.
husband, she has four years of
life,
dorm
of
years
three
After
says
coach,
her
Job,
Jane
Amerthe
She will be awarded
ican Legion Award for "superior Buchalski has worked hard in Buchalski now enjoys living in freedom, before they start a
excellence in military science, this area. "Fundamentally she Portsmouth with Tom's mother family. "It will be like anYscholastics, and athletics," which has her basics down," Job notes. and sister. "Portsmouth gives working mother, Just a bit
she has worked for since her "She has the know ledge and me a chance to get away; it's a harder," says the newlywed,
ability; she just wasn't drilled
freshman year.
"When I decided to enter and comfortable in certain siROTC, I looked through the tuations. Being a senior and
award book and knew that if carrying a heavy load hasn't
Mary Brady, another woman, made it easy for her."
"You have to be cocky,"
could get it, I had a shot at it
Buchalski says confidently.
too. Major Dubuquet-told me
I had a good chance my sopho- "You have to be ready to get mad
more year. So I worked harder and take your frustrations out
than ever and it payed off," she on the ball. If there's a- person
on first, I say to myself, Tm
explained.
Buchalski finds time to attend going to get you out on second,'
classes, softball practice, and and I usually do," she says. "If
ROTC: "I really don't know how you doubt yourself, you're fightI'm graduating in 32 days. ing a losing battle."
Buchalski acquired her nickROTC takes up more time than
school." She claims that, if she . name "Graf," from her maiden
had not remained organized last name Agrafiotis, in the fourth
semester, she could have had grade when she made her softball debut. She has played for
a nervous breakdown.
"I write notes to remind me a summer league since the age
of notes to remind me of notes. of nine and was captain of the
There's no room for error with Manchester Central High
School softball and volleyball
my schedule."
A psychology major, Buchals- teams her senior year. Last
ki attributes her attraction to summer, she played shortstop
softball catching to her military for the Army Fort Bragg 18th
background. "I have control of Personnel Administration batthe field and a lot.of responsi- talion, which took the post
.
bility. It's a challenging position, championship.
As the only senior on the
I'm in on every play. The catcher
UNH team, Buchalski feels
is the leader out there."
She is the third of four child- obligated to set an example and
ren, Buchalski's father, Chris provide guidance to the underAgrafiotis, has been in the Army classmen. "Beginning players
for 25 years. Her two older. have a tendency to look up to
brothers are also involved in the older team members. l\t
Senior catcher Lisa Buchalski(above) is the captain of this year's
the military._J9m Buchalski, her . times I wish I could turn to other
Stieff file photo)
husband, who she met in ROTC, seniors when I don't always have
is currently a lieutenant in answers to give them. It's been

By Robin Stieff

•

rolling her eyes.
Carlton Fisk and Johnny
Bench were two chilhood idols.
"They were the catchers I admired; maybe because they were
cute. Who knows where they
are now," she says.
Job says Buchalski "has a very
bubbly personality, which is
good in her position. She also
seems to get along well with
,
everybody."
The young graduate has always enjoyed softball because
it is a team sport, yet the players
can retain individuallity.
Buchalski mentions three
incentives pushing her through
the remaining school days;
"Graduation is almost here, my
career is just beginning, and
most importantly, I'll soon be
with my husbanct; · she says with
that tamillar gleam in her eye. _

women's softball squad.(Robin

-----W.LAX-----

-------CYCLING------~
(continued from page 23)

◄

break was now five-strong. All have the energy. UNi-fs Dave
the big teams except UNH and Barrows then attacked from the
Princeton now had riders in the back of the field and suddenly
break so they tried to slow down everyone started chasing hard.
A mile later the break, havi~1g
the peloton with blocking tactics. The break quickly gained heard of the strong chasing,
a 40 second lead. Thirteen miles picked up their pace. This put
to the finish, the gap was 45 and three of the riders over their
it looked gloomy for UNH. limit and the_rider from Penn.
Since the break had gotten away, State and one of the Lehigh men
Thibeault had looked for some- took off for first and second. The
one to bridge with, but everyone other three riders were left to
the hungry wolves now 20
was too tired.
With six miles to go, the lead second behind.
Thibeault continued his allwas reduced to 40 seconds, but
there was not much time left out effort and, w'ith a mile to
to catch them. Thibeault was go, th~ peloton gobbled up the
credited with almost all the three-man break. The three
chasing effort and began looking riders had put all of their energy
: tired. Now he got a hand from into staying away and were now
.. two fine riders from Princeton the pedaling dead; they had
who were just as tired but saw · nothing left for the sprint (the
their chances fading fast. Simul- rider from Cornell did not even
taneously with the revitalization make it to the sprint.) Thiof the chase, the break group beault's sacrificial chase to catch
Fellenz, who would have given
was approaching total e~h?,_!s
· tion. With three miles to go, Stony Brook the team title, was
Thibeault attacked with one over. He had less than a mile
other rider and the two Prin- to rest for the sprint after a 15
ceto!} .,nae~.~~~f?e(ately_-trjec!, ~ ..• ~i!~~.a,v.~,9ut c.lJa~~ng e~fQr!~~Jl_O
go wtth them out they did not one expected that he hacl any-

<continued from page 24)

UMass for the championship
by an 8-4 score. The Wildcats
thing for the sprint. At the were led by Sarah Kittredge and
·finish, Lehigh and Penn. State Pauline Collins, who each scored
came in 25 seconds ahead of the · three g9als.
UNH and Loyola met in last
50-man field for first and second
year's semi-finals with the 'Cats
respectively.
In the field sprint, Thibeault prevailing, 9-5. UMass defeated
topped off a marvelous perfor- James ,Madison 8-7 in last seamance with a thunderous sprint. son's other semi-final game.
UNH takes the top seed this
He got off the saddle with 200
yds. to go and took the lead on season by virtue of its 10-9
the uphill sprint. He put his triple-overtime win over UMass
tortured, salt-covered face down a few weeks ago.
Though finishing the season
and gave 100% one more time
to win the sprint and take the with a pair of losses, UNH
third place trophy. When he retained its fifth-place standing
recovered enough to speak, he nationally in the Brine Coaches
remarked to an- ecstatic coach Poll. UMass is currently sixth,
Ed Klinkerch: "I'll tell you Loyola is tenth, while James
(gasp) .. .l've never hurt so much Madison is not ranked.
New Hampshire enters the
in a sprint." This was not hard
to believe for anyone who saw tournament with a 7-3 record,
his wrenched face as he crossed with the three losses cuming
the finish line. As if this was to the nation's top three teams.
not enough, the other three The Wildcats have out scored
UNH men all placed in the top their opponents by a 128-58
15: Campbell was seventh, mark. Sophomore Karen GeBarrows was ninth and Belle- romini leads the club in scoring
with 34 goals and 16 assists.
feuille was 15th_,_
UNH travels to Harvard on Senior co-captain Sarah KitSunday for the last race of the tredge has 20 goals and 16
assists. First team All-American
season.

Sandy Vander-Heyden leads the
midfielders.
UMass is 8-2, with its two
losses coming to UNH and
Temple, the top-ranked team
in the country. Two-time AllAmerican Pam Moryl leads the
Minutewomen with 38 goals.
James Madison has faced
seven nationally-ranked opponents and brings an 8-9 record
into this weekend's play. The
Dukes, the South Atlantic Conference Champions, are led by
senior Robyn Dun, who has 44
goals (a school record) and 128
assists.
Loyola, 9-4, has defeated
Northwestern (#8 nationally)
and Harvard (#9) this season.
Anne Allen has 46 goals and
nine assists to lead the squad. ·
Andrea Holthaus has fired
home 39 goals and Rita Ciletti
has 31.
The winner of the ECAC
Championship· does not auto-·
matically qualify for the NCAA
playoffs this year as in pas-r-years. In 1984, 12 teams participated in the NCAA's but the
field has- been cm. to four teams
based on at-large selections.
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Wildcat cyclists garner Eastern Championships
By Carlos Alvarez
UNH won the Eastern Collegiate Federation Cycling Championships at Stony Brook (Long
Island, NY) on Sunday. Besides
receiving a 2-ft .. tall silver cup,
the team qualified for the Nationals in Colorado and earned
the honor of hosting next year's·
Easterns. Second place went to
Stony Brook, who had beat
UNH once and lost once in their
two meetings during the regular
season. Last year they split on
two meetings and Stony Brook
nipped UNH at the Championships for first place.
The 30 mile B race went off
first. UNH entered a very

experienced squad, but they
were in very difficult conditions.
The lining up of over 200 riders
elbow to elbow had "CRASH!"
wrim;n all over it. Sure enough,
after four laps of the 2.7 mile
circuit, there was a 10-man
crash. UNH stalwart John
Healy was caught in the melee
and suffered a fractured collar
bone. For the remainder of the
race, people fought hard to stay
near the front in case of a crash.
Francis Ward attempted an
early breakaway, but it was soon
obvious no one would get away.
There were too many entrants
from the top schools and each
rider was intent on not letting

opponents break
were about 100 people left for
Meanwhile back in the break,
With the thfeat of crashes the sprint (vs. the usual 20-30), Fellenz not only intimidated the
looming over/their heads, the _the last lap was very fast and other women with her strength
race became.a contest of posi- aggressive. Everyone knew he and riding reputation, but also
tioning to ~tay in the race and had to be at the front to place with her animal-like behavior.
to sprint i,.n such a huge field. in the points.
Twice she was seen looking back
There w.i"s a second crash of
The sprint began at 400 yds. at crashed or flatted riders and
about ~'5 people halfway to go with lead-outs from other cheering "YEAH!" At the halfthrough: the race, but all UNH · teams on both sides of the road. way mark she attacked a second
riders were able to avoid it.
Froburg, Blondin, Jenson and time and handily created a three. As ,expected, the race was Thayer followed on the left side woman break which included
decided in a mass sprint. UNH and Gemmell and White fol- a Harvard woman and UNH' s
rider John McCahan flatted a lowed on the right side. With Benoit. Fellenz rested for a few
tire just before the finish, but 200 yds. to go, the right side miles and began attacking again.
Tom Thurston, Bob Farrell, Ben slowed down and became ex- After being foiled by Benoit
Thayer, Brian Blondin, Erik ceedingly crowded instantly. several times, she managed to
Froburg, Mike Gemmell, Matt UNH's most powerful rider, break away and hold on for five
Jenson and Ward all stayed .in · White was boxed in and even- miles to win the race. Benoit
for the sprint. Be·c ause there tually crashed by a rider from stayed with the girl from HarColumbia U. who thought he vard and outdistanced her by
100 yds. at the sprint for .1cconJ
could peo::i I throii8h other peo
ple.
place. This was an incredible
At this time, Froburg started performance by a f irst-yea-r
his sprint and took the lead. It cyclist: Erickson took 14th and
looked as if he could win, but Slotnick was 25th.
The 60-mile A race was a
suddenly Blondin exploded from
behind his teammate and never delight for the spectators with
looked back. Seconds later, much action. Bob Campbell and
Blondin crossed the finish line Dave Thibeault both attempted
with an incredible 50 yd. gap to break away in four man
and his hands held high in the groups early on, but neither was
· air. Froburg was nipped at the successful. Steve Bellefeuille was
line by a small group that also prominent at the front of
attacked with Blondin and had the pack in the early stages of
to -settle for tenth place. Second the race. The first sustained
and third places went to RPI attack was a solo breakaway by
and Cornell respectively. Jenson West Point with 35 miles to go.
was the third rider to score for Becaus·e it was so early in the
UNH in 11th and was followed race for a one-man break, the
by Thayer ( 15th), Gemmell field was satisfied letting him
(17th), Farrell ·(18th), Ward stay away as long as possible.
(27th) and Thurston (30th). The valiant but foolhardy rider
The fact that UNH won the race opened a 40 second lead before
was a great indication of the · he blew up. He was away for
team's depth: none of the top about 12 miles and when he was
three point getters in the regular caught by the 60-man field, he
season (Ward, White and Thur- ~as exhausted and could not stay
ston) scored and two of the top m.
The next attack was made by .
three had not scored previously
The UNH cyclists claimed the Eas~ern Championship title last weekend by beating out·
(Blondin and Jenson.)
Andy I:ellenz of Stony Brook
defending champion Stony Brook.(Carlos Alvarez photo)
The women's race was dom- who was determined to dupliinated by Stony Brook's Kristin cate his sister's results and lead
Fellenz. She attacked early in the home team to victory. He
the 30 mile race to thin out the got away with 25 miles to go and
field of 50. Three miles into the after six miles he had a 30
By Lisa M. Sinatra
This past summer Merrow race, a lead group of 15 was second lead. A strong chase
because I attended UNI-I my
Brook Merrow, the assista·nt freshman year and I knew Gail had a grand opportunity to work formed; Ann Benoit and Laurel group was formed with two
women's -Sports Information Bigglestone (J)irecto_r of the at the Olympics in Los Angeles. Erickson both made it into the riders from Lehigh, one from
Director at the University of Department of Women's Inter- She was responsible for a variety break. Mia Slotnick complained Penn. State and one from CorNew Hampshire, -is resigning . collegiate Athletics). Two of my of jobs and was thrilled with the about a broken derailleur early nell.
With 18 miles to go, the chase
May 11 after working in the uncles graduated from UNH chance to contribute to the on, but the coaches could only
and even my grandmother was Games. While in Los Angeles, tell her to make the best of it group caught Fellenz and the
office for four years.
Her husband is opening his tied to the University, she was Merrow was in charge of field if she wanted to sta in the field. CYCLING, pa ~ 22,
hockey and worked as their
own business in Maine and she a housemother for SAE."
would like to be there to help
Merrow attributes the love press officer. She was in charge
him.
for her job to the people she of the press room, making sure
Merrow grew up in Kenne- works with; Bill Knight, the everything r;rn smoothly and
bunk, Maine and graduated from men's Sports Information Di- directed post game interviews
the University of Maine with rector _and his assistant Mike of athletes and their coaches.
a degree in English and Jour-:- Bruckner as well as the many Merrow was also a photo marnalism.
coaches and athletes. Merrow shall and carefully monitored
Coming to UNH as assistant said Bill (Knight) and Mike the photos being taken of the
sports director, Merrow had a (Bruckner) have been a tre- games and participating athgreat deal of experience behind mendous help since she first letes.
Although Merrow didn't have
arrived in 1981 and made her
her.
.
"I worked as a graduate as- feel comfortable. "They have the opportunity to view the
sistant in the sports office at been the perfect role models. other sporting events at the
Purdue University while getting Mike and Bill know their job Games, she did have the chance
to talk with the many field
my Masters in education," said and they do it well," she said.
the petite, curly bl_o nde Merrow.
"Worki!"}g here has its disap- hockey players from around the
She was reponsible for the pointm,e nts, though," she said. world which impressed her
records and post game stories , Besides working a full day, greatly. "It was an extraordinary
of both the minor men's and Merrow keeps long hours dur- experience, a dream come true,"
women's teams at Purdue. ing the weekend and long nights she said.
MerroV( spends as much time
"Working as an assistant was during the week when there are
a great learning experience," games to cover. "The hours are outdoors as she does in. Her
she said.
crazy," she said-, "you-have to hobbies include running and
Merrow also worked as the adjust to an irregular s_chedule. hiking. In October she ran the
Casco Bay Marathon in Portland
student assistant for Sports It's not 9-5."
Information at Maine.
As the assistant women's and finished in three and a half
She is not a stranger to sports director, the most chal- hours. She recently climbed; Mt.
Durham or UNH. Merrow has lenging task, she said, is to · Rainier in Washington which
roots here. She attended the persuade the media to cover is the second highest mountain
University her freshman year, women's athle'tics. Merrow said in the continental United States.
Merrow has always been
played field hockey and also in the eyes of the media, womskiied on the women's cross en's sports are not as important involved with sports and has
country team. She said that as men's sports are like football a special place in her heart for
UNH. "When I leave, I will
getting the job at UNH was a and hockey. "But it is becoming
matter of being in the right easier now because UNH has certainly miss the people I work
place at the right time.
such good teams like gymnastics with the most," she said.
UNH assistant women's Sports Information Director Brook
,
,
,
·~1, ft~.l at ,hqme L\Yqrk_i9g ,her~ andJield hQGkef," 1 .-

'Merrow -r esigns; going home

_;

I,

~,tfi?t ~~l!,~~ is~si~~i~f;f~~~ her;!~h:?,~~~'.' L~~~~~~~;_P~~~f~ ·-~ ·
1
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Sports
Maine hurlers halt Wildcat bats twice
...

,,,,,,,.,_

By Steve Garabedian
before settling for a one-hitter.
Well everybody wanted to
Plympton dominated the
know just how good the Uni- game,. striking out six and
versity of Maine is and they popping out numerous batters
showed it by playing flawless with his slider. "UNH are
ball, limiting the UNH baseball disciplined hitters, so I had to
team to just four hits as they adjust to them," said Plympton.
swept the Wildcats 2-0 and 7- "I went to my slider 60% of the
. 0 yesterday afternoon.
time."
In the opener Scott Morse (5"The Maine pitchers were as
2) tamed the 'Cats bats, allowing good as any we have seen this ,
three hit.s and the Wik.lcat::, welt season,·· said UNH Head Coach
able to get two men on base in Ted Conner. "Their defense
the same inning twice.
made the (tough) plays look
Maine scored the only run easy."
Morse would need in the first
The Black Bears roughed up
inning. With one out, Bill starter Dennis McCarthy (4-1)
Mcinnis singled and Dan Kane for three runs in the second
singled past first base moving keyed by Michael Bordick' s twoMcinnis to third. Bill Reynolds run double.
followed with another single
• Ma ine scored twice more in
to plate Mcinnis.
the third when McCarthy lost
Maine added another run in control and walked three batters
the fourth on Gary Lapierre's in the inning. The Bears chased
sacrifice fly off of starter Jon McCarthy in the sixth scoring
Gilber~ (3_-2), who went the tull two more to close out the
seven mmngs.
scoring 7-0.
In the nightcap, Jeff Plymp"The players worked hard and
ton (5-2) flirted with a perfect did the best they could," said
. game for five innings and a no- Conner.
hitter for six and a third innings CATS NOTES

With the sweep, Maine is
assured of the ECAC North
crown. Two at-large bids, which
could come from any of five
leagues, will be selected into the
ECAC regional tournament.

The tournament is May 17-19
at Orono.
StanJurkoic broke up Plympton's no-hitter with a bouncer
over the mound and up the
middle.

Bob Soucy has tied a UNH
record, scoring 79 runs in his
career. He is approaching the
club record, which he holds, for
most walks in a season. He has
21, the record set at 26.

Women's lacrosse
hosting ECAC's .
By Larry Kelly
All games will be played in
UNH will host the ECAC Cowell Stadium.
In 1984, UNH defeated
Women's Lacrosse ChampionThe Wildcat baseball team dropped a crucial doubleheader to division-leading Maine yesterday
ship this weekend with the host
W .LAX, page 22
Wildcats the #1 seed.
afternoon 2-0,7-0.(Charles Smith, Jr. photo)
The 1985 playoffs will see the
same four te-ams as last season,
as UNH, UMass, James Madison and Loyola College battle ,
up the win for the Blue, 2 f-9.
for the title.
By J. Mellow
of names (including "yo-yos" pagne-21 to 9 (pop!).
The win puts UNH at 6-6
"We played as a team and had
The Wildcats will face #4 seed
A curse on men's athletics? · by some), the UNH men's lax
Loyola this afternoon at 1 p.m., Please. The writer who wrote team pulled together Saturday and, with three games remain- balanced scoring," said cowhile #2 UMass will pJay #3 that should be shot.
to tear apart a forty-year -jinx in,g, gives them a good shot at captain Brian Byrnes, who tallied three goals and five assists
James Madison at 3:30.~The
At least where the men's carried on between themselves a winning season.
"It goes back to what I was in t~e win. "We controlled the
winners will play Saturday at lacrosse team was concerned.
and Harvard, defeating the
1 .m. for the cham ionshi..
After bein called all sorts Crimson b - et the cham- saying/; said UNH head coach ball and played smart offensiveTed Garber. "It takes that extra ly. They hung tough, until about
element. Give a lot of yourself, the middle of the third period.
play hard as a group. We worked Then we scored three straight
hard as a team Saturday, and goals and that was it."
won."
Fraser, who tallied six goals
"It was a surprise to beat them and one assist Saturday, now
by as much as we did," said leads the 'Cats in scoring with
senior co-captain Steve Giatrelis 26 goals, and is third overall
"but we clearly outplayed them with 38 points. Giatrelis leads
all over the field. It was great," in overall scoring with 45 total
he chuckles.
points.
"When our team decides to
Other scorers for UNH inplay together, we can give a good cluded sophomore Steve Thogame to anyone in Division I. mas who scored two goals and
We· were intense, really in- two assists in the game and
tense."
junior Tom Arrix put in three
UNH opened the scoring goals to give UNH its muchwith a goal by sophomore Tom needed win.
Nickerson 2: 12 into the first
UNH next takes on Army
quarter. UNH laxmen Giatrelis this weekend at West Point .
and sophomore Barry Fraser Army, presently ranked fifth
then went on to tally two goals in the nation, has to win this
each for the Wildcats, putting weekend in order to get into the
Division I plavoffs to be held
UNH up 5-0.
Harvard then tried to do their May 25 at Brown. UNH is their
best to cause damage, putting only obstacle.
in four of the next seven goals . "They' re going to be toughto come within three. But really tough," said Byrnes. "But
UNH's Brian Byrnes then led we could be the spoiler. It's an
a barrage of three Wildcat goals incentive."
"It's a great position to be
within one minute to put the
in-the spoiler, the underdog,"
Crimson where they belong.
The Wildcats then left Har- said Giatrelis. "We have nothing
vard in. their dust, leading 10- to lose. They saw us play at Yale
5 at the half and 15-7 by the end and their comment was 'you sof the third. Six UNH goals by -k'. Hopefully we'll catch them
six different players in the on their heels. It gets us going."
The UNH men's lacrosse team took out its frustrations on Harvard Wednesday 21-9 to even its
fourth quarter then wrapped
W.LAX, page 23
record at 6:-6.(Robin Stieff file photo)

Men's lacrosse team crushes Crimson
..;;.;;.;~. . . .----.m•~~1,,-----,

